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Says rights were violated

Former professor sues UMaine system
by Jim Sloan
A former assistant professor of history at
the University of Maine at Orono is suing
UMO president Howard Neville, Dean
Gordon Haaland of UMO's College of Arts
and Sciences and the entire University of
Maine system, claiming that his rights
were violated when his teaching contract
was not renewed for the 1976-77 school
year.
The suit, filed by former professor Craig
Robertson, in Penobscot County Superior
Court, requests that the court order the
university to reinstate Robertson with back
pay, or to pay him $400,000 in damages.
The sum represents loss of future
earnings.
Robertson also sought a restraining
order from the court to prevent the
university from hiring a replacement, but
the request was denied. Robertson taught
medieval history at UMO.
According to university tenure policy,

any faculty member must be granted
tenure prior to the seven year probationary
period, or they must be terminated.
The UMO General Student Senate
Wednesday night authorized student
government President Dan O'Leary to
direct UMO's Student Legal Services "to
explore an amicus curiae brief" in
Robertson's case. An amicus curiae brief,
legally, would make SLS a -friend of the
courts" and would allow then. to introduce
arguments, authority or evidence "to
protect their interests." It does not grant
SLS the right to appear in the suit.
In 1974, Robertson was refused tenure
by the history department's faculty tenure
review committee, and he was given a
terminal contract for the next year, his
seventh and final probationary year at
UMO. In October of 1975, however, the
committee reversed its position and
recommended that the terminal contract be
voided. Dean Haaland subsequently over-

Craig Robertson

ruled the committee's recommendation.
Robertson began grievance procedings,
claiming that his case was given inadequate consideration. However, because of
the nature of the case, it did not qualify for
a Grievance Board review, and was
referred to the Faculty-Professional Relations Committee. The committee recommended that Haaland and the history
department try to come to an agreement on
the case. Haaland met with the department
in February and again turned Robertson
down.
Robertson contends that the history
department, in effect, had promised him
tenure, and a promotion, and that
Haaland, in reviewing his case, had not
given him adequate consideration. He feels
that because of the university's financial
woes an unusually hard look was taken at
tenure applications that year. He contends
that he qualified tor tenure by meeting the
(continued on page 3)
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Proposal would shorten semesters
by Ed Stevens
A calendar proposal to add five minutes
to each class period, thereby shortening
each semester by one week, is still very
much alive according to Earsel R. Goode,
assistant registrar and director of space
and scheduling.
Goode said he proposal would allow the
fall semester to begin after Labor Day, end
before Christmas and provide UMO
students with a 3-day recess in October and
a week-long Thanksgiving vacation.
He said a week of research into
scheduling studies revealed that his idea of
a 13-week fall schedule with 55 minute
periods was not new.
"About 100 UMO-size institutions
across the nation use the same kind of
schedule and it has a good track record,"
Goode said.
Goode is chairman of the 20-member
calendar committee, which will review four

proposed calendar schedules for the
'78-'79 school year next Tuesday and send
recommendations to the council of colleges. The four schedules -follow:

laboratory courses would probably have to
art Inge additional labs to fit into the
13-week fall calendar.
After the calendar committee reviews

the proposals, a campus-wide referendum,
including students. faculty and professionals, will be held during the week of April
11.

—14 weeks in the fall, 15 in spring; three
days off for Thanksgiving (current schedule).
—14 weeks in the fall, 15 in spring; short
October recess, finals before Christmas;
classes begin in August.
—15 weeks in the fall. 15 in spring; classes
begin in late September, finals in January;
spring finals in June (traditional calendar)
—13 weeks in the fall. 14 in spring, by
adding five minutes to each class period;
classes begin in early September, 3-day
October recess, week-long Thanksgiving
recess, finals before Christmas; spring
finals in May.
Goode said most courses should easily
adapt to the 55-minute period schedule and

Cost up:
Out-of-staters will pay
100 per cent of expenses
The University of Maine Board of
Trustees voted to raise out-of-state tuition
fes to 100 per cent of cost at a meeting last
week in Bangor.
No specific dollar figure was set for the
new tuition plan, which mandates a
standard charge for all out-of-state undergraduate, graduate and professional students. The Trustees are expected to
recommend a dollar figure at their April
meeting and vote on a specific figure in
May.
The tuition policy now in effect allows for
a 70 to 90 per cent range of cost in setting
out-of-state tuition. Current year charges
range from $1668 at UM at Farmington to
$2050 at UMO.
Trustees who spoke to the proposed
change in tuition policy stressed that they
deplored raising tuitions for anyone. Gov.
James B. Longley has criticized the low
out-of-state tuition at UMaine in comparison to out-of-state tuition costs in New
Hampshire and Vermont.

The Board voted to accept an advisory
committee report on the New England
Regional Student Program, a cooperative
student exchange program administered
by the New England Board of Higher
Education (NEBHE). Under this program
students can attend out-of-state universities at in-state tuition for programs not
offered at their own state university.
The Trustees instructed Chancellor
Patrick McCarthy to bring their support for
the program to NEBHE. along with a
suggested plan for standardizing tuition
fees for participating students.
The plan the trustees are supporting
calls for charging all regional students a
standard tuition fee which would fall
midway between the average New England
rate for in-state and out-of-state students.
This year 209 Maine students were
enrolled in programs at other New England
institutions under the NEBHE programs,
while about 400 out-of-state students
attend UMaine under the program.

Theta Cht had their seventh annual ride down the Penobscot River Monday
afternoon. On board the U.S.S. Pimp were Jeff Mazurek, Mike Nelson, Joe Hughes
and John Harris. (Robin Hartford photo)

Preventive medicine program
open to freshmen in April
The Cutler Health Center will
initiate a Preventive Medicine Program this April for freshmen
students.
In recent years the public has
become aware of the importance of
the preventive aspects of medical
care. Recognizing this, the Health
Center has tried to design a practical
and effective student-oriented Preventive Medicine Program. To
implement it throughout the entire
student body at this time would be
impossible so they have elected to
offer it to freshmen who have

completed the DASH Questionnaire.
This program will include tests for
hypertension, anemia, diabetes and
kidney disease. Measuring skin fold
thickness may help define weight
problems more precisely. Various
lung functions can be easily measured. These data will be correlated
with age. sex, height. weight,
smoking habits and family history in
an effort to identify those students
"at risk". Students will be notified
and appropriate followup will be
made available. In rare instances
(‘outimueel on page 8)
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Eck

Low own Residential changes being proposed
by Bob Granger
Residential housing for graduate and
undergraduate students will remain relatively the same next year although several
life-style changes have been proposed by
the Residential Life office.
One thing which remains unchanged
from previous years is the room deposit
policy. Students interested in retaining
their dormitory rooms next year are
required to make a monetary room deposit
with the housing office by the end of April
or early May.
The $25 deposit, according to Residential Life Director H. Ross Moriarty,
would secure "squatter's rights" on the
rooms that students now occupy and will be
credited to next year's room and board
bills.
"It is standard procedure and done
regularly every year," Moriarty said. The
purpose of the deposit is to insure that
students will live in the rooms that they
sign up for. Since the deposits are not
refundable, after a future date not yet
named, students must be quite certain that
they will be living in the place that they
sign for before making the deposit.
The largest change coming in housing
next fall will make apartment units in
University Park available to both graduate
and undergraduate students. The new
proposal, which is still in the planning
stage, is an attempt to relieve overcrowding in the dormitories.
"We hope that it makes a major
decrease in the number of triples on
campus next year," Moriarty said. The
plan would allow over one third of the total
number of apartments, now occupied by
faculty and married couples, to be filled by
ngle students.

Friday, April 1
5 p.m. 24-hour Marathon to benefit the Bangor
Salvation Army begins. Field House. All
university community members may run in
teams of two to ten. For more information
contact the Marathon Committee at Phi Gamma
Delta
7 p.m. Wilde-Stein Club mmeting, International Lounge, Memorial Union.
8p.m."The Clear Light," Interdenominational
Christian singing group. Newman Center.
Public invited.

Saturday, April _2
all day Ski Sugarloaf Day Trip. Details available
In Student Activities Office.
2 p.m. Rhode Island Feminist Theatre. Studio
workshop on "Clowns." Dance Studio, Lengyel
Gym.
8 p.m. Rhode Island Feminist Theatre performs
"Clowns of the Stars and Moon Circus."
Sponsored by the Cultural Affairs Committee,
Theatre Dept., STudent Affairs Women's
Programs, New England Touring Program and
Maine Commission on the Arts and Humanities. 101 EM.

Sunday, April 3
1J a. m. Wilk& meeting for worship. MCA
Center, College Ave.
7:30 p.m. Sexuality Symposium. Dr. Ron Mazer
will speak on Healthy Sexuality. Hauck
Auditorium.

, Tuesday, April 5
12 noon Sandwich Cinema: "The Israelis,"
North Loan Room
4 p.m. Maine Peace Action Committee
Meeting, Weisz Room of the Maples.
7 p.m. Simulated Law Schooi Class sponsored
by the Pre-Law Society. 7 North Stevens.
Professor William Julavits, Assistant Dean of
the UMaine School of Law, will conduct the
clan in the style which a student may expect in
law school. Copies of the case to be discussed
are available in the Political Science Office.
Advance reading is needed.
7:30 p.m. Future Studies Film Series:
"Mar-Made Man." North and South Lawn
Room i Memorial Union.

Forty-five apartments would be made
available to undergraduates while five
units would house graduate students.
Faculty and married students with time left
on their three-year leases would retain the
remaining apartments. However, those
occupants whose three-year leases have
expired will be forced to move.
Since it shouldn't affect a significant
number, "there shouldn't be too many
problems finding new homes," Moriarty
said. Some of the people can be relocated
at Capehart, a housing development in
Bangor where the university owns 107
apartment units.
In the past, Residential Life has
extended the three year leases in University Park to four years for some occupants,
but this practice will be disccntinued.
A second housing change for next year
will reserve Corbett Hall, now an all-male
residence hall, as an all-freshmen coed
dormitory for students in health related
fields.
The change is being made in an effort to
create a higher "educational atmosphere"
for incoming freshmen in medical related
studies like pre-med or pre-dental fields.
Moriarty denied rumors that the move
was being made to cope with the higher
drinking age. "Corbett has traditionally
been pretty much an all-freshmen dormitory anyway," he said.
According to Corbett Hall Resident
Director Ray Moreau other "educationallycentered" programs are also being
planned to boost the scholastic atmosphere
in the dorm.
Among those now being developed are
career planning and placement programs
to be conducted in Corbett and the
establishment of a tutoring center.
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Wednesday, April 6 ,
4 p.m. Professor Eric McKetricli. of Columbia
University and the Princeton Institute for
Advanced Study will spa& on "Culture and the
Wilderness." Sponsored by the History
!iymposiurn series.
, p.m. "Introducton to Skydiving," sport
perachuting workshop, N Lown Room, Memorial Union.
8 p.m. DLS Lecture Series, Michael and Robert
Meerspot. Hauch Auditorium.

but...

MUST I BE EXAMINED?

one-half of this premium becomes available as a credit vAsich reduces the cost to $12.50 per year.
The initial annual premium is $25.00 per year until the future premium becomes effective after the
later of 4 years from issue or age 28. See table below' your age.

Program which later automatically converts Into a
Permanent Life Insurance Progrwn. Premiums are economically low during the early policy years to
meet the needs of students. Options are available under the program which allow ultimate coverage
to be as much as $50,000.

7 p.m. Mini-workshop on Whitewater rafting
on the Kennebec and the Penobscot. North
Lawn Room, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Mushrooms and other fungi of Maine
lecture by Richard Hornola, 100 EM building.
8 p.m. MUAB Cisme with Incubus, Stockier
Cafeteria, 25 cents admission, beer sold.
7:30 p.m. — A De-Mystilication of Mental
Health and Counseling Services for Women,"
YWCA. Bangor. The session Is sponsored by
the women 8 Resource Center and the Growth
Resource Ce•— •rie

Friday, April 8
Maine Day
The Panheiiic Council is sponsoring a
24- hoof dance marathon to benefit VVMEB and
the disabled students at UMO A oplicatons are
evadable from Dean Lucy's office :n the
Memorial Union $200 cast. or,ze
Friday. April a. 1977 is the all day when
wthdrawai from the University wii result in
having courses listed tor the current semester
and W (withdrew palming) or E (withdrew
tailing) indicated for each course VVIthdrawai
after April 8, 1077 will result inthe use Of W
(withdrew passing), or in the case of failure at
the time of withdrawal a grate of E An E grade
thus obtained &Pacts the cumulative grade
point average The Student Handbook 1976-77,
page 24 slates the University's complete
withdrawal policy Students who are coraldering withdrawal are advised to discuss the
'hatter with their advisors rx)i'wge lean. and
Student pessnnnel deans
further information and asirstanoa.
the ()Moe of the peen 00 Student
Affairs 201 Fernald Hell, set.7814 prom
Campus cir 103 law'stori Mall. 94S-9513,
Bangor Cam pus

Your contract will continue in force as long as your
premiums are paid when due

WHAT ABOUT MILITARY SERVICE?
There are no military or aviation restrictions of any kind in
this policy. If you enter military service, the policy remains
in effect as long as your premiums are paid when due.

WHO CAN APPLY?
Any high school, college, or graduate student, age 16 thru age 29.

HOW DO I APPLY?
HOW LONG ARE PREMIUMS PAID?
Premiums under the basic program are payable until age 65 at which time the contract is paid-up
for $10,000.

WHAT IS THE COST?
An annual premium of $25.00 is paid for 4 years or to age 26 whichever is later. One-half of these
premiums Is credited against the premium than due. The result Is an initial actual cost ol 912 50 per
year. Future premiums are Indicated In the following table.

Complete the application and SIGN ON BOTH SIDES.
Detach and mail with a check or money order payable to
University Life Insurance Company of America. Future
premium notices will be sent to your home address.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
a. $10,000 of Permanent Life Insurance with illustrative
cash values as follows:

Guaranteed Cash Values
Annual Prem.
Issue to Modification Modification Future
Age
Az_ Premium
Age
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
24
2C

28
77
28
29

tIld=1108BM9181818181N61

12 noon Sandwich Cinema: "The Pursuit of
Happiness" North Lawn Room, Memorial
Union.

No. But on occasion, the Company may request an exam
due to the information submitted. The Company reserves
the right to decline an applicant, in which case the
premiums will be promptly refunded.

WHAT IF I SHOULD LEAVE SCHOOL?

WHAT IS THIS PLAN?
it is initially a $10,000 Term Life Insurance

Thursday, April 7

f. dr

"This will bring faculty into the building
to work more directly with the students,"
Moreau said.
He also said that Corbett will undergo a
remodeling phase this summer in which
the dormitory will be recarpeted and
receive some new paint on its interior.
Upperclass-men now living in Corbett and
planning to remian in the dormitory
system, will be relocated to other residence
halls.
Moreau commended the proposed new
life style for the dormitory saying that "it
will change the atmosphere of the building
for the better."
In the past Corbett has been plagued by
considerable vandalism.
Residential Life expects most of the
other housing facilites to remain significantly unchanged and expects the room
and board costs to remain stable. "We
don't expect room and board to increase,"
MciAarity said. "But then, our budget has
not yet been figured for next year either."
This year's room and board, with the
21-meal plan, was listed at $1605 per
student.
Estabrooke Hall will continue to serve
mostly graduate students despite a recent
proposal to mix more underclassmen into
the dorm. Those rooms that are left over
after all the graduate students are taken
care of will be made available to
underclassmen.

$10,000 OF INSURANCE FOR ONLY $25.00

NbibitibitibibitibtlAtdbig

0

The Student Advisory Committee of LSA is
conducting a survery this week among LSA
students concerning the college encl_ the
university Questions pertain to grading, co-op
education and the academic calendar Students
are asked to send the survey to 103 winslow
Hall

S150.00
150.00
150 00
150.00
150 00
150.00
150.00
15500
160 00
16600
173 00
180 00
16800
196 00

Credit Against
1st Future
Premium
$125.00
112.50
100.00
87.50
75.00
62.50
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.03
50.00
50.00

Issue Age
18

22
26

Age 35
$1,020
1.013
582

Age 50
63,397
3,393
3,154

Age 65
$6,519
6,519
6,519

b. Waiver of Premium Benefit without extra cost that will
pay all future premiums if you become totally and
permanently disabled.
c Guaranteed Insurability options without extra cost which
give you the right to purchase additional life insurance
without evidence of insurability at specific future dates.
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d. Participation in surplus earnings through dividends.

Fill out the application below and mail it with your attack of
money order for $25 to: University Life Insurance
Company, P.O. Box 68192, Indianapolis, Indians 46268.

Tom Labbe here
The nurchase nf life insurance is as much apart of your future as.family, a home and a fob. I'd like to help you better
understandIII, Insurance and how it fits into
your future Do something for your future, today. Cairn.at 827-411131 for an appointment. That's 9:00 a.m. thru 5:00 p.m., Monday thru
Friday on April 4th thru the
9111, 1977
Tan Labbe
University Lite insurance Co. of America
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Education dean leaving for Texas
The college is still the third largest at UMO
though.
Muro is highly regarded throughout the
United States in the field of education.
Under his leadership, UMO education
faculty have increased publication and
have increased grant awards in such areas
as career education and education for the
disadvantaged. Muro has written five
books and received the 1977 Distinguished
Professional Service Award from the
American Personnel and Guidance Association.

by Dan Warren
The dean of UMO's College of Education
has joined the growing ranks of UMaine
faculty leaving for better-paying jobs,
announcing his resignation to take a
similar position at North Texas State
University.
James Muro, who will leave his present
$30,000 position at UMO effective next fall
to asume a $41,000 job at the Denton,
Texas institution, cited the familar complaint of an "oppressive climate" in the
state toward public higher education as a
major reason for leaving.
Muro indicated that money was a factor
in his decison, but hinted that it wasn't the
only reason he decided to pull up stakes
after 13 years at UMO, three of those as
dean of the College of Education.
"The climate in this state right now for
higher education is not good," Muro said.
"We're under the gun and the cutbacks
have been severe. I probably wouldn't
have taken the job if the climate in this
state weren't so oppressive. It's hard to do
things when you've been reduced so
drastically."
During the "drastic" budget cuts of the
last three years, the College of Education
has suffered $140,000 in cutbacks which,
Muro said, have forced his department to
divert faculty from the graduate to the
undergraduate program. Along with a loss

Classifieds
LOST Brown houndstooth check cap, in
Boardman or Carnegie 3/15177 Contact Sue
Bergeron. 322 Androscoggin

Dean James Muro
of quality in the graduate education
program, Muro spoke dejectedly of teaching positions that were cut and never filled
and the overcrowding of many classes due
to the reduction of faculty.
Since Muro became dean, his department has been required to decrease
enrollment from 1,700 to the present 931

Nautilus controversy
to be ruled on today
by Dan Warren
A UMO administrator investigating a
sexual discrimination charge brought
against the athletic department by three
co-eds said Thursday that she has
recommended to President Howard R.
Neville that women be allowed to use the
athletic department's Nautilus body-building machine, which Athletic Director
Harmed S. We;terinan has said is for males
only.
The director of Equal Employment
Opportunity at UMO. Dr. Joann M.
Fritsche, said her month-long investigation, which included testimony from "top
medical and athletic experts" from the
northeast, was "intensive and unbiased."
Neville is expected to make the final,
binding decision today, after reviewing
separate, probably conflicting studies from
Fritsche and Westerman. The Campus
could not determine the contents of
Westerman's findings as the veteran
athletic director was unavailable for
comment Thursday night.
Fritsche refused to predict whether
Neville would accept her findings and
agree to allow UMO women to use the
Nautilus machine, saying that her findings
could be negated by Westerman's.
"Sure. I feel satisfied with my research
and think it's the best possible job I could
do. But Mr. Westerman may have talked to
10 authorities himself and come up with
totally different results. The decision (by
Neville today) all depends on what the
president is impressed most by," Fritsche
said.
Fritsche said while she found that the
women's "universal gym" weight set is
"comparable" to the men's highly-touted
Nautilus body-building machine, the UMO
women should, nevertheless, be allowed
access to the Nautilus weight room. She
said men, should, by the same token, be
allowed use of the traditionally women's
universal weight set at the women's
Lengyel Gymnasium. She said women

Elfman tenants
hosting party
A party hosted by the Elfman
Tenant Association will be held
tonight at 8 p.m. at the Maine
Christian Association on College
Avenue.
All Elfman tenants and those
on-campus students considering
moving ott-campus are invited. Beer
and music will be provided.

•

should be allowed to use the Nautilus, "if
they are physically capable " Physical
capability, she said, should be determined
by athletic coaches in the individual sport
or by UMO athletic department staffers
supervising the weight room at a particular
time Sexual discrimination, if proven in
court, would result in UMO's losing all
federal funding. Title IX of the Education
Acts of 1972 prohibit discrimination by sex.
Fritsche said she doesn't agree with
Westerman's contention that the hours
which the Nautilus are open would have to
be considerably lengthened. But, she said.
"scheduling would probably have to be
re-arranged."
Fritsche said she doesn't anticipate the
Nautilus being invaded by a mass of female
body-building enthusiasts since "there are
probably only about 10 girls on campus
who would be built to use it."
The complaint was filed with Fritsche's
office by three UMO co-eds--Lauren J.
Noether, Katherine S. Mollman and Nancy
J. Duval, members of the women's track
team who in early March were denied use
of the Nautilus by Westerman and a UMO
athletic department staffer because they
were female.
Fritsche's study included interviews
with several members of UMO's athletic
department as well as Dr. James Peterson
of West Point military academy; Dr.
Garrett P. Caffrey, head of the Human
Performance Laboratory of Syracuse University; and Dr. Christine Brooks, head
women's track coach and an instructor in
Bio-Mechanics at Penn State. These
authorities were virtually unanimous in
saying the Nautilus could be used by
women, Fritsche said.

2 bath, kitchen1
For Sale Four bedrooms 1/
dinette living room, den wifranklin, pine
2 car garage
1
1/
room,
recreation
panelled
$42,500 After 445 PM-866-4057
Help Wanted—Canoe outfitters in eastern
Maine seeks someone to assist with guiding
trips and managing camps. Should be
experienced with canoe and in woods.
Personable and flexible with people Couples
okay. Telephone 454-7708
For Sale-1965 Oldsmobile, needs a little work.
Best offer. After 5:00 P.M 866-2562
Summer Jobs Our fifty state-2003 plus
summer employers catalogue (America's largest) woh Master application form—only $2
Sumcttoi:e, Box 645. State College, PA 161301
Study in New York this summer. Columbia
University offers over 400 undergraduate and
professional school courses. For a bulletin
write Summer Session, Columbia University,
102C Low, NY,NY 10027
PERSONALS APRIL 1, 1977
To my secret admirers
Thank you for the card and a copy of the
letter
The Uri's., Free Press Letter-writer

3

HERITAGE
COLOR
"Save by Mail
with our
Enclosed Mailer"

SPECIAL
COLOR
PRINTS
12 exp

$2.84

20 exp

54.20

Please add 5 °/,:, Sales
Tax and send cash,
check, mor,ey order to:

HERITAGE
COLOR
P.O. Box H, Bangor 04401
Kodak paper
For a good look
at the times of your life

Eastman Kodak
Paper Chemicals
used exclusively

AT STANDARD SHOES

connie "Notion"
Fashion Finery
At Its Finest

• Black Patent
• White Patent
• Bone Kid
• Red Kid

22.
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(continued from page 1)
history department's criterion that were
established in 1972.
It has been reported that the acministration felt that Robertson had a poor
publication record and did not deserve
tenure. Robertson, however, claims that he
had two articles published during the year
and was working on a third when his tenure
was denied.
Dean Haaland declined to comment on
the case while it was under litigation.
Robertson is represented in his suit by
an attorney for the Maine Teachers
Association, which is also involved in
another suit against the University. The
latter suit concerns Robert Beitzell who
also claims his rights were violated when
he was denied tenure.

Narrow and Medium Widths

Unmistakably Connie, the
shoe with Pizzaz.
Fashion says high heels and
a sandalized look.
The NOTION' has it.
Try on a pair, soon.

STANDARD SHOES2a
DOWNTWON BANGOR • AIRPORT MALL • BROADWAY
PRESQUE ISLE •WATERVILLE
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ACN
You can dress 'im up,
but don't send 'im to Washington...
ecW
Is nothing sacred anymore?
You step gallantly from a train in Washington
D.C. to find the soot and sweat as prevalent as in
any other city, but you don't want to believe it of
your nation's capital. The land of Watergate.
The journalistic and political Mecca. Impossible.
And it defies the imagination in other ways.
The White House looks more like Barbie's
dreamhouse than the bleached behemoth that is
depicted on the television screen so often. It
looks even funnier with the floodlights and the
fountains and a '57 Chevy adorning its lawns.
The only litter found on the streets are the
cherry blossom petals which couldn't hold their
own in a heavy wind.
And, ah, the grandeur of our congressional
habitats. Miles and miles of corridor flanked by
hundreds of offices beneath thirty-foot ceilings.
Any piece of furniture left unattended in these
in I

halls without a "Do not remove" sign on it is
gone in minutes. Even the American flag had to
have one.
In such an atmosphere, it isn't any wonder
that Sen. Edmund S. Muskie would do
something rather odd. Last Tuesday, he
. complained to his compatriots that he could not
live without a supplement to his federal salary of
$57,000.
The senate voted that day to put a $8,625
ceiling on the moonlighting activities of its
members for speechmaking and writing, and
Muskie, whose outside income depends greatly
on honorariums, thrust his arms up heavenward
and exclaimed,"What kind of place is this?"
After ranting and raving for 17 minutes, a
unanimous and word-weary senate took the floor
away from him. Wisconsin's Sen. Gaylord

Nelson chided Muskie by noting that the median
income of the American family is $13,719. One of
Muskie's ammendments to the ethics code would
have limited annual lecture fees to a total of
$25,000, and Nelson was quick to note that this
proposed second income was still twice the
national average.
Maybe so, but it's almost three times the
$9,000 average annual income of Maine's
citizens.
When the Distinguished Lecturer Series starts
hunting for new speakers, we hope that they
forget about Edmund Muskie.
The moral is: you can elect a local good old boy
and send him to Washington, but you gotta keep
reminding him of his humble roots. Otherwise,
he'll chop his cherry down and let it land on the
people who put him there in the first place.
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The New Neo-Fascism
This editorial is directed primarily
at the student body in the hopes that
they will awaken out of their apathy
and help correct an alarming situation on this campus before it
overwhelms us.
The situation to which I refer is the
growing infringement on students'
rights by the UMO police force.
What we are witnessing is the
growth of a neo-fascist police state
on our campus. Some may think this
is just another rhetorical label with
which to attract the reader's attention. However, I feel the facts bear
out my use of this term. The police
have already torpedoed Freak Weekend and are now hard at work to do
the same to Bumstock. How are they
doing this? By arbitrarily requiring a
certain number of police to be
present on the premises in order to
patrol the area for possible violations
of the law, specifically the drinking
law. This is a function that a few
responsible students supervised by
one or two police officers could do. In
addition, they tell us that ample
numbers of police are necessary in
case "disturbances," their euphuism for riots or fights, break out.
Anyone who has attended one of
these events knows that this has
never happened in the past nor is it
likely to in the future. The students
go to listen to some music, talk with
friends; and get "mellowed out,"
not to start World War III. However,
the major issue underlying this is the
cost factor. The police are already

funded under the general educational budget. But they collect
overtime pay for being at events
such as Bumstock. Of course the cost
of having 10-20 police officers
present, as they require, makes
funding of the event extremely hard,
if not impossible.
Even more frightening are police
methods. Last fall two UMO students were arrested, one for allegedly drinking in public and the
other for knocking over a parking
sign. The police refused to reconsider their actions and these charges
hung over the students until the
middle of March when their trial
date came up. The police then
agreed to dismissal of the drinking
charge, in effect admitting that they
had no case. However by this time
they had effectively punished this
person by keeping the charge
pending for over three months.
in the second instance, the "signcrasher" was charged with malicious
mischief which carries with it a
possible fine of up to $1,000, and a
maximum sentence of up to one year
in prison. This case also never
reached court. It was filed after the
person agreed to pay $25 court costs.
This was done so that this person
could avoid a court battle, a prospect
the police also desired. This individual is still in effect on probation, as
the police can still prosecute him for
up to six months after the incident in
question. When a case is "filed,"
the police drop a prosecution,

however keeping the case in their
files for up to six months. They have
the option within that time period to
reinstigate the case if the individual
has anymore trouble with the law. At
the end of this period his case is
taken from the files and destroyed.
Here we see instances of where
students' rights to due process of law
have been for all intents and
purposes denied. Fundamental to
the idea of due process is the
individual's right to have his day in
court as soon as possible, and that no
one should be punished without
his day in court. This is a basic right
in any free and democratic society.
However, the UMO police force.
have cleverly devised these methods
as a way of getting around constitutional requirements. They act not
only as law enforcement officers, but
as a judge and jury as well. When
they are unable to get a legal
judgement against someone they
impose their own kind of punishment by postponing cases and
utilizing threat of prosecution.
Months later they then file the case,
thus appearing reasonable. In reality
they are just continuing the punishment. By use of these methods
students are punished even though
they never had a day in court and
even though they have never been
judged guilty by a court of law.
Surveys show that the UMO police
force is the largest per capita for any
community in this state. It is also
larger than most other college

campuses in this country. I do not
believe that this police force functions properly. The use of discretion,
whether or not to arrest, is an
important part of a police officer's
power. This is not being properly
exercised on this campus. The
number of cases which never go to
court are proof enough of this
statement.
In my opinion the police force
should no longer be a part of this
campus community.
The monies used to subsidize it
could be better used to further the
educational needs of students. Programs and courses of instruction
could be added. New books could be
furnished for our understocked library. We could pay our faculty
better, thus decreasing the exodus of
more talented professors to other
better paying jobs. Also new faculty
members could be hired for colleges
which are in danger of losing their
accreditation due to lack of a
sufficient number of qualified professors.
What is needed is a full scale
investigation of the police force and
its practices in particular. Then a
campuswide referendum should be
held in which the student body would
determine itself whether the police
force would be maintained on
campus. The students should have a
say in what type of community they
wish to live in. After all, people in
other communities have this right
and it is fundamental to a free and
democratic society.
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To puck or not to puck...
To the Editor:
As the manager of the Aroostook Hall intramural hockey team,
I would like to take issue with the
journalistic accuracy so painstakingly neglected in the recent
commentary by Russ McKnight
(Ice Hockey Back to the Gladiators). There are certain statements in this commentary thdt
would have the reader believe in
events that did not happen or
situations that did not exist.
1. It is suggested by Mr.
McKnight that he had to pay to
see the game he later describes.
This was an intramural game with
free admission.
2. Mr. McKnight would have the
reader believe that the average
intramural hockey player is
"highly skilled" and capable of
shooting pucks with "terrifying
speed and accurlcy". Most
players experience with the game
is limited to pick-up games on
frozen ponds.
3. A relatively harmless pushing
and shoving contest between two
players was biown up into a
full-fledged fist fight reminiscent

Longley a
marine fan?
To the Editor:
I would like to question one of
the comments made by Mr.
Wyman in his letter in your last
issue. How can the University of
Maine system produce a new
generation of marine scientists,
when its largest campus may
have toruble gaining reaccreditation, because of lack of funds?
A Marine Research Center will
do no good when students cannot
obtain a quality education in the
basics necessary to study in any
science. Since I am planning to
study in marine science, I would
like to see this question answered.
Andy Rhodes
408 York Hall

of a gang war. The "gladiators"
were assessed only minor
roughing penalties and no blood
was shed.
4. A player throwing his stick
anywhere receives a minor penalty. The reaction of the crowd
was due to a lack of knowledge
concerning this rule, not to the
reaction of the player.
5. Mr. McKnight states that
"deep red blood stained the cool
blue ice". At no point in the game
was anyone on either team cut.
6. The reader is told that children
of all ages attended this particular
hockey contest. Nothing could be
further from the truth, as the
crowd consisted entirely of fans
from Aroostook and York Halls.
Since when has the University
started to accept four and fiveyear-old children?
7. Perhaps the worst abuse of
journalistic license existed with
the inclusion of a picture of a
Bates College player sprawled on
the ice. The game described by
Mr. McKnight was an intramural
contest, not a Maine Hockey Club
match, an erroneous conclusion
obviously reached by the reader.
I feel it is also necessary to
point out that I have been
involved in other hockey games
much more physical than the one
described by Mr. McKnight, and
no one was injured. There are
other erroneous conclusions
hockey in this
about
dr..wn
coirimeritary that I believe are
obvious to those who understand
the game. Before the Maine
Campus allows a writer to report
on a subject, the editor should see
that the facts are correct. Perhaps
Mr. McKnight should stick to
taking pictures.
Larry Miller
228 Aroostook Hall
IA commentary is a piece of
opinion or satire, and not necessarily straight news,- the word
"intramural" appeared nowhere
in it. - Ed.I

MAIL CALL
The Maine Campus will only consider for
publication letters to the editor which are
signed and include an address. Names
will be withheld upon request. Letters
should be limited to 350 words. We
reserve the right to edit all letters for
grammar and good taste.

The memory of rape lingers on...
To the Editor:
In response to Tracey Lilienthal's article, "Rape is an assault;
it is not an act of sex,- I want to
say she said it well--only too
kindly. Rape is an assault on a
woman's body, her mind, and the
way she will continue to live her
life. I know, as I was raved and

beaten two years ago. What this
animal did to my body was
nothing compar-d to what he did
to my mind. I mistrust all males
and deep down I think that it
could happen again. What was I?
A mutt dog or an infectious rat
who needed to be shown it's place
in a male world? I am a woman

Neville's house a dorm?
To the Editor:
It's unfortunate that President
Neville and the Residential Life
Style Committee are proposing to
deny continued use of University
Park by married students to make

WMEB airs
its thanks
To the Editor:
We finally got it! After several
weeks of worry and determination
WMEB was allocated the money
needed to keep us on the air for
another summer. The grateful
staff and listeners of WMEB
would like to thank President
Neville, the Studen• Senate, the
Maine Campus and all others who
gave us their support.
When you're lying back enjoying the sun this slimmer and
listening to WMEB, remember
we wouldn't be there if it wasn't
for you.
WMEB

room for single students. Since
approximately 120 families will be
displaced in the Orono area,
where an already severe shortage
of apartments exists, a difficult
housing situation will be made
nearly hopeless. Of course, the
landlords of Orono will be elated.
What an opportunity to jack up
the rents. You won't be able to
rent a chicken coop(unheated) for
less than $200 a month.
Perhaps I can offer a partial
solution to the problem - convert
President Neville's house into a
dc,-rn-iitoiy. 'After all, it is university property. If designed properly, at least 25 students could
live in the mansion. Also, it would
provide a new and continuing
source of revenue to the university. Using present dormitory
rates, this amounts to $20.062 per
semester for 25 students. Allowing President Neville to live
rent free is an intolerable financial burder to the university.
Certainly he can afford offcampus housing better than the
average married student.
Timothy Stone

who doesn't feel any desire to
manipulate another's mind and
body. A rapist isn't sick? Do you
respect a rapist any less because
he only manipulates one or a few
victims while Hitler manipulated
millions? Perhaps that's a poor
analogy, but I cannot believe the
attitude people have taken
towards rape. WANT IT? Dear
God, my life is the most valuable
possession I have, and I wish to
keep it intact; therefore, a person
debased enough to assault me
could easily be deranged enough
to kill me. My most distinct
thought was always, "Please let
to is end soon, please, please..."
Tracey is right, you can't lock
yourself behind four steel walls to
avoid rape, and I only wish I could
offer a sure solution for protectkon. Unfortunately, fear does
funny things to one's head, and
all those self-defense techniques
sometimes are at a loss.
The actual rape isn't the
horror, it's the memory of it that
destroys so many women. I carry
utter hatred in my heart for the
creature who raped me, and I
know it has greatly affected my
life style. For God's sake--I am a
person first, then a woman. I am a
living creature, I am an individual, I am not a street prostitute,
I am not a piece of clay to
manipulate. If you potential domineering manipulators feel the
exasperating need to assault and
attack--take a cold shower and
beat on a bean bag. Or you can
live with the memory.
Ruth

Diane WhitmoreZmmentary
1Being different taking a semester off
Not every school newspaper would
print a commentary on the advantages of dropping out of schol. Yet
after having taken a semester off
myself, and talking to others who
have left UMO and come back, I
believe that it makes very good sense
to be open-minded about taking time
off, and that the opportunity to get
away from it all for a while should be
advocated by academic advisors and
counselors.
Taking time off isn't copping out.
It doesn't necessarily mean things
are going badly academically or
otherwise. It does provide a break
from the routine and an opportunity
to do things that might never be
possible again after graduation.
One unique example is Rich 0., a
senior music major who took a year
off between his sophomore and
junior years to live at home and
study piano.
"I didn't leave because I was
having problems," he says. "I
realized that at the level of ability
where I was, I couldn't give two
recitals (a requirement for performance majors) and I wanted to
elevate my performance level."
"My year off wasn't a vacation of
any sort," he says. "I put in as many
hours a day at home as I was doing
here--mostly playing piano. I was

able to practice without any other
pressures.Sara T., a junior in human
development, arrived at UMO,
decided the time wasn't right, and
left before the end of the first
semester.
"I came up here and just didn't
know why I was here," she says. In
the year and a half she took off, she
worked at various jobs, visited
friends, "bummed for a couple of
months," and took two CED courses
at the University of New Hampshire.
Sara returned in January of 1975
and lived at BCC. "Now I was ready
to be in school," she says. "Before, I
had too many things to think about."
Bill D., a senior in Spanish, had
originally planned to spend a year in
Spam, but decided he'd had enough
after the first semester and left.
Rather than bothering with late
registration, he went home and
was glad
worked in a fabric mill.
to have the time off," he says
Even though the three situations
are unique, all three individuals
agree that taking time off from
school is completely beneficial and
that they don't feel that they lost
anything.
The only conceivable hassle one
might run into coming back is if one
has his heart set on living on the
UMO campus, because readmissions
are assigned to the Bangor campus.

But Sara was moved to the UMO
campus before the end of her first
semester back, and Rich got around
it by signing up for a voluntary triple
with two friends.
And obviously, if one is in a hurry
to graduate exactly four years after
high school graduation, taking time
off pretty well eliminates that
possibility. But barring unforeseen

disaster, UMO will always be here to
come back to when one is ready. And
if the possibilities of devoting your
time to a personal goal, putting
money in the bank, getting your
head together. traveling, and coming
back to school with a whole new
positive outlook sound good to you,
then dropping out is something
worth thinking about.
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System-wide
coordination
needs cited
by Laura Stanko
The Board of Trustees' ad hoc committee
on Academic Planning issued their report,
"Improving the University of Maine-1977," to the Trustees last week. The
committee has been studying the University system for over a year.
"We have learned a great deal during
our search for some answers to University
issues," Nils Wessell, chairman of the
committee said."We have no intentions of
letting our recommendations for action go
unheard. This is a report to the citizens of
Maine by fellow citizens," he said.
The committee made several recommendations to the Board, which will be
discussed at their April 27 meeting in
Presque Isle.
Among the recommendations is the
formation of a committee to examine the
possibility of a university-wide course
numbering system and a system-wide
catalog system.
The committee also recommended that
the Trustees continue to increase their
efforts in assisting students in the
reduction of barriers to university access.
Listed as barriers were economic difficulties with tuition, room and board costs,
excessive distance from campuses and
difficulties in transfer from two-year to
four-year programs.
The transfer of credits from campus to
campus was cited as another problem.
"Student mobility is inevitable and desirable in a state as large and diverse as
Maine. Transfer problems are highly
complex and individual in a system-wide
learning process," the report said. It
aided that improved opportunity must be
sought ior transfer from one campus to
anc.ther and from one program to another.
Other recommendations made in the
report are:
—Academic programs for part-time students must no longer be regarded as falling
into categories separate from undergraduate and graduate programs.
—The centralization of planning program
content for teacher preparation at one
location, a College of Education, could
bring more logic and order to the
discipline.
—Graduate programs should be centered
at Orono and Portland-Gorham. At the
same time, there is a need to consider a
plan for offering graduate studies throughout the state.
—The structure of the campuses should be
under continuing examination, both as to
affecting administrative mergers and to
undoing them.
—-The Committee recommended that the
Maine Public Broadcasting Network be
placed on an equal policy basis with the
seven campuses. A plan of actions should
be prepared for the use of radio, television
and microwave facilities to extend the
academic activities of the University to a
potentially large state-wide audience.
—The Committee endorses the planning
concept that each new activity be subject to
a termination date as well as evaluation to
determine whether the activity is to be
continued.

Maine Day bike race
will cover 50 miles
A UMO Grand Prix Bicycle Race will be
held Maine Day, April 27. All undergraduate and graduate students are
eligible to compete in the race.
A 50-mile-length course, consisting of 24
2.1-mile laps around the campus, has been
set. Competitions will be by teams of four,
with each member completing six laps.
Each rider will make one lap at a time.
Teams may use from two to four bicycles.
Two riders may share the same bicycle, but
they will not be allowed to ride in
succession of one another.
The race will begin at 12:30 p.m. at the
corner near Hart and Corbett Halls.
Registration must be made by April 8 in
the Memorial Union office.

FINAL DAY

SALE
MEN's TRADITIONAL
SILADIUM ® RING

ONLY $59.95
Regularly $

86.00

Be

ARVIRVED RING DAY
That's when the ArtCarved representative will be here
to help you select your custom-made college jewelry.
It's also the day you can charge your ArtCarved
college jewelry on Master Charge or BankAmericard.
Monday, Tuesday

place:

Outside Bear's Den

time: and Wednesday

9:30-4 p.m.
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store in the area that otters students a 10 per cent
discount.
The Value House on School Street in Bangor
offers two or three different names in cameras and
has a limited supply of Kodak film and darkroom
chemicals.
You can get a very limited supply of chemicals
but very fast processing of your color negatives or
slides at Photoland in the Airport Mall in Bangor.
K-Mart on the Hogan Road in Bangor carries
several lines of cameras and camera equipment,
including lenses, filters, gadget bags, film and
accessories.
Any of the above-mentioned stores will handle
your film for processing by Kodak. For custom
printing of your films you must send them to
out-of-state labs. Photo Guild Labs, Inc., 124
Seventh Ave. N., Nashville, Tenn., offers quality
work at reasonable prices.

Beyond the basic Brownie
by Tim Grant
There is a large gap between the novice putting
his eye to a Brownie instamatic, and snapping off
black and white pics left and right, and the
professional photographer taking several hours to
set up for an advertisement for a restaurant. In
spite of this wide difference, UMO has the facilities
to aid both the amateur and professional
photographer.
Throughout campus there are closet darkrooms
for basic darkroom work. There is also studio
equipment and color enlargers for the more
advanced photographers.
Have you ever considered taking up photography
as a hobby using your father's vacation camera, but
didn't know where or to whom to turn for
instructions? There are several beginning classes,
and you can even receive academic credit for some
of them.
If you're an avid amateur photographer and have
had
trouble findi:ig certain
pieces of
equipment, specific types of chemistry, or if you're
just looking for a small discount on your
photographic paper there are stores in the area that
can help you.
Have you had the urge to see what other
photographers in the area are doing? UMO has
several exclusively photographic galleries and
several Bangor area merchants display the work of
photographers.
What tpis article will attempt will be to give both
neophyte and professional photographers some
idea as to what services or help they can get at or
around UMO.
Darkrooms
Muab—Located on the second floor of the Union,
these two darkrooms are equipped for black and
white and color enlarging. Admission is open to
anyone who can pass a basic test. You have to
supply your own chemicals and paper, but all
equipment is available in the darkrooms.Jim
LeClair is in charge of the darkroom.
Craft Center--This black and white darkroom is
located in the Craft Center up in Hilltop Complex
and is open to anyone who passes a test. There is a
$5 fee which covers the cost of chemicals. Paper is
available at $1 for five sheets. Director of
photography is Tim Grant.
Bennett Hall--Jr 61, Ps 31 and graduate physics
students doing research are allowed in the
darkroom. There are seven enlargers with paper
and chemicals supplied for each class. There is also
a lab fee for each of these classes.
Hart Hall—Located in the basement of Hart,
admission is open to those who pass the standard
test. A fee of $1 is charged to cover the cost of
chemicals. Leland Atkinson Is In charge of this
darkroom.
Chadbourne Hall--This is for the use of Stodder

Complex residents. There is a test and a $1 fee to
cover cost of chemicals. This darkroom is run by
Roy Crowley.
Kennebec Hall--Use of this darkroom is limited
to York Complex residents. You must have a pass
card but chemicals are supplied. John Humes is in
charge of the darkroom.
Nutting Hall--This darkroom is restricted to
graduate and faculty research projects in the
subjects of microphotography, forestry, wildlife
and aerial photography.
Aubert Hall--This darkroom is for the use of the
Prism staff photographers. It is equipped for color
and black and white, and also has an Ektarnatic
processor. Steve Greer is in charge of this
darkroom.
Rockland Hall, Bangor Community Campus-This darkroom is for the use of BCC residents.
There is a charge of $1 for a pass card and you must
supply your own chemicals.
Studio Equipment
There is no charge for the use of equipment
belonging to MUAB, but you do have to have a
valid MUAB darkroom pass. The studio is located
in Classroom B and is equipped with tripods,
strobonar, quartz lights, photofloods, backgrounds
and a reflectasol.
Photographic Equipment and Darkroom Material
Dakin's Sporting Goods Co. on Broad St in
Bangor has the largest photographic department in
the area. Besides offering a variety of new and used
cameras, they have an adequate assortment of
chemicals and paper. Their major line is, of course,
Kodak, but they also carry GAF, Ilford and Fuji
products. If they do not carry a particular product
they will order it if possible. Dakin's is the only

Classes
Jr 61--Jack Walas, PICS photographer, teaches
this course in photojournalism. It is primarily for
senior and junior journalism majors but other
students are allowed if space permits. This class
acquaints the student with the mechanics and
composition of newspaper photography. It is
offered during spring semester, and there is a lab
fee.
Ps 31—This course assumes that you have no
prior experience in photography. Professor Carniglia starts with basic exposure and continues with
developing, printing, lighting, composition and
then goes into some advanced processes. The class
is open to all students and there is a lab fee.
MUAB--This is a course for the beginner and
covers developing and printing. Classes meet
Tuesday nights in Classroom B on the second floor
of the Union with admission open to anyone, with a
maximum of 30 students.
Crafts Center--A beginning photography course,
this assumes students have no previous experience. Classes are divided into small groups for
individual instruction. The class costs $2.
Old Town Adult Education--This course is open
to anyone with a Polaroid, Insiamatic or 35mm
camera, and lighting, exposure, composition and
techniques will be covered. There is a $5 fee for Old
Town residents and a $10 fee for non-residents.
Galleries
Photo Sa!on—Located on the third floor of Fogler
Library, the current display is a show entitled
"Faces of Maine," by Leon Chabot. Chabot is a
former staff photographer for the Bangor Daily
News and the show is part of a traveling exhibit.
Photo Salon, Memorial Union. Marty Brown of
Athens, Maine will exhibit his work throughout
April in a show called "A Maine Guide
Photographs Maine." Dr. Vincent Hartgen is in
charge of both photo salons.
Brewer Cinema Complex--Philomena Baker is
currently showing her color portraits.
Photography is a wide topic to cover in one
article, but I have given you a starting point.
Photographers are a very helpful group of people; if
you have any questions taht were not covered in
this article please contact me (Tim Grant) at the
Maine Campus, or any of the photographers
mentioned in this article. All will be more than
willing to give you advice.
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Ensemble concert vibrates with talent
by Diane VVhitIT

The one thing you an always expect
at a 20th Century Music Ensemble
concert at UMO is the unexpected.
Director Donald Stratton has every
move planned ahead, right down to the
players' entrances and exits. A 20th
Century concert is more than just a
concert-it is an entire theatrical
production, and always successful.
The March 17 performance at Lord
Hall, consisting entirely of chamber
music, was no exception.
The first four numbers ran together
smoothly without a break. "Density
21.5" by Varese for solo flute was
played by Liz Downing in almost total
darkness. Lights came up and a
trumpet choir performed "Angels" by
Ruggles. A chorus marched solemnly
in singing Stravinsky's "Ave Maria,"
exited, and Jim Torrey came on and
played Stravinsky's technically demanding "Three Pieces for Clarinet
Solo." This led to the first break for
applause.
The rest of the first half consisted of

a set of short, light pieces by Charles
Ives for solo voices and wind ensemble. These were fun to listen to, as Ives
throws in unexpected extra beats and
key changes, and comical touches such
as two false starts at the beginning of a
piece, a clarinet a beat behind at the
end, and the singers marching happily
off the stage and through the
audience, still singing, while one poor
tenor is left on stage to fend for
himself, several bars behind, in the
wrong key. It is a tribute to the talent
of the ensemble and the director that
they can successfully carry off the
performance of music like this.
The second half of the program
opened with an Ives arrangement of
"Adeste Fidelis" for organ, played by
Liz Ericson, which displayed another
Ives gimmick--a familiar melody with
harmony that sounds like it belongs in
some other piece. Then came Stratton's own "Nite Club Act" for
woodwind quintet (minus the horn,
plus alto Sax), an enjoyable number
which pointed out Ives influence on
Stratton. Stratton often takes advantage of a 20th Century concert to have
his own compositions performed, and

they are always received well.
The big hit of the evening was John
Cage's "4' 33" " with Liz Munster at
the keyboard. One can honestly say it
was a flawless performance: the music
consists of four minutes and 33
seconds of silence.
Nonetheless,
the audience loved it, once it figured
out what was going on, and Munster
received an enthusiastic standing
ovation.
The program continued with "Geo-

graphical Fugue" by Toch, all spoken
words, which had to be the most
challenging number on the program.
Try saying at top speed "The
Popocatepetl is not in Canada, rather
in Mexico, Mexico, Mexico'' to get an
idea.
Concluding the program was another flute solo, "Syrinx,"
by
Debussy, performed by Liz Downing,
and Copland's "Quiet City" for
trumpet, English horn, and piano.

UMO students perform in the 20th Century Music Ensemble concert of
March 17.

Lord Fund
finances Art
by Kim Marchegiani
The UMO folksong festival held last
month, the Maine Masque opera
production of "Albert Herring," and a
Bangor Community College (BCC)film
series all have something in common.
All are funded, partially or totally,
by the Lord Fund. Never heard of it?
'Not many people have,' said Al
Cyrus, a theater instructor and chairman of the UMO Cultural Affairs
Committee.
Given to the university by Arthur A.
Lord, income from the fund (over
$14,000 per year) is administered by
the Cultural Affairs Committee.
Composed of student and faculty
representatives from each college as
well as other interested people, the
committee is charged with overseeing
and cc-sponsoring a variety of cultural
events.
"These events include many
things," Cyrus said. ''They may be
lectures, demonstrations, festivals,
guest speakers--at both UMO and
BCC.' Each year we do a number of
things," he said. -The committee
brings various dance companies to the
campus, and we help to fund the
opera '' A project recently funded was
a Mardi Gras celebration planned for
Maine Day on April 27, he added.
The Cultural Affairs Committee
does not actually plan the events.
Rather, Cyrus explained, members
evaluate proposals submitted to them,
and they try to work with those which
have a wide appeal.
Ideas may come from a number of
sources-campus organizations, interested groups, individuals, or members of the community.
"And were still looking for ideas,Cyrus said. "Only about two-thirds of
next year's funds have been allocated.'
Proposals should be one or two
pages long, detailing the plen, Cyrus
said, and can be left in his office at 110
East Annex. The deadline for ideas is
May 1, giving the committee time to
study them before the last meeting in
mid-May.
- It would be nice if there were 15 to
20 copies of each proposal," Cyrus
hmted. 'Then someone wouldn't have
to mimeo copies before giving them to
committee members."

challenge.
Your challenge is to discover words of you go.You may not use two of the same
four letters in this pentagon. Discover letters in any one word.lf you can make
them by following the straight lines to 30 words or more, you've met the
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When there's a challenge,
quality makes the difference.
We hope you have some fun with the challenge.
There's another challenge we'd like to offer you, too.
The Pabst challenge:
We welcome the chance to prove the quality of
our beer. We challenge you to taste and compare
Pabst Blue Ribbon to any other premium beer. You'll
like Pabst better. Blue Ribbon quality means the best
tasting beer you can get. Since 1844 it always has.

Pa.464
Blue Ribbon

PABST. Since 1844.The quality has always come through.
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What's Wrong With This Picture?
Andrew Gold

own compositons. This is one of the
best cuts, though, a song that is right
for Gold. Just when Gold seems
headed for Barry Manilow country, he
renews himself through pure musicianship. As a pianist and songwriter,
Gold is beyond reproach. But Goldthe-singer and Gold-the-musician
don't quite combine chemically here.
Even the promising "Must Be Crazy,"
a playful hand-clapper, should be
taken over by someone like Natalie
Cole. And while "Angel Woman"
suggests a fruitful direction for Gold.
he seems hesitant to take it.
Still, Gold's piano work and singinc
is technically beyond reproach. One
can't help but feel, after hearing th€
better cuts, that Gold is capable of an
excellent album. Maybe he could be
Linda Ronstadt after all.

by Bob Cameron
This is Andrew Gold's second
album, but his greatest claim to fame
may still be his work as backup on
Linda Ronstadt's recent albums. This
is a point in anyone's favor, and a
glance at the "What's Wrong With
This Picture?" credits reveals other
Ronstadt personnel backing up Gold.
This should be the sign of an excellent
album, but the listener can't help but
wonder: does Andrew Gold want to be
Linda Ronstadt?
Many of the songs certainly could
form a base for a Ronstadt album. Like
Ronstadt, Gold chooses varied but
appropriate material, even covering
early rock and roll hits. And while Gold
can't compete with Ronstadt as a
singer, he can hold his own with the
right material. But there should be
more "right material" here.
Gold writes most of his own songs,
and does this well enough. But the two
covers of early sixties hits shine above
them, perhaps because more is
expected of Gold as musician and
singer. He meets the challenge.
"Stay," a reggae shaker, moves well,
even though the excitement is a little
White Rock
Rick Wakeman
too controlled. ''Do Wah Diddy,"
A&M Records
however, makes it. Instead of false
nostalgia and 'wasn't it great?' by S. Cutler Whorf
reproduction, the song is treated with.
This album far outdistances any of
2
modern respect. Gold's voice
Wakeman's previous efforts in many
ways. The most noticable improvecouldn't be better, and clever rhythm
ment is the minimal use of a choir; on
guitar work takes the song even
the
two cuts that make use of this
higher.
grandiose device, Wakeman limits its
use to the humming of a few bars. The
"Lonely Boy," Gold's ,tingle, somechoir doesn't overpower or dominate
despite
a
short
fall
manages
to
how
the music, it plays an integral part in
powerful rryithm and good lyrics, as
each overall work.
seems to be the case with all Gold's
Another big bonus is the lack of any

corny narration or vocals. Make no
mistake about it, this is Wakeman's
album: only one other musician, Tony
Fernandez, (percussion) makes an
appearance, and one notices him only
once or twice throughout the entire
album. Wakeman has tightened up his
arrangements and limited his keyboard wizardry to flashy-buteconomical riffs on every keyboard
instrument you can name. (So economical, in fact, that I could swear
recognized a few beginning piano
exercises being used as hooks for
songs.)
The production on this album
compares favorably with his other
works in that it seems fuller, richer
and more refined. Wakeman seems to
have finally extended his mastery of
synthesizer knobs to those of the
mixing board. The album is full of little
catches that surprise and keep one's
interest without becoming irritating.
In conclusion, one can only say that
this brings a ray of hope into the lives
of art-rock fans. Now that Wakeman
has returned from the center of the
earth and proved that he has an
earthly connection, one can only hope
that he does the same for his new
back-up band. Yes.

Marquee Moon
Television
Electra
by S. Cutler Whorl
This album etudes classification; it's
neither fantastic or hideous, yet it isn't
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mediocre. Though part of the new
wave of punk rock, it clearly defies
classification with the Ramones or Sex
Pistols. There is something about this
album that makes me want to throw it
on the turntable every once in a while
(masochism perhaps?).
Television is one of the first of the
70's New York underground bands to
draw critical praise and attention.
Along the road to success band
member Tom Verlaine, showing his
ego, (one of the marks of a real
superstar) kicked lead
guitaristvocalist Richard Hell out of the band.
Hell's replacement, Richard Lloyd,
does an adequate job on guitar, but
Tom Verlaine has taken all the vocal
chores upon himself. His wavering,
irritating voice is probably the album's
largest fault.
So why do I listen to it? I don't know.
It does require a certain special sullen
mood. Verlaine's lyrics and defiant
stutter transmit a stark, cynical view of
the world. Each song has a compelling
hook, crisp clear production, and
special emphasis on biting guitar
solos.
There is a touch of something
forbidden to punks in this album: art.
The chords are simple, yet original;
same with the lyrics. Seeing the band
live does aid one's appreciation of its
music. Their riffing comes across
highly reminiscent of late sixties AM
singles like Psychotic Reaction or the
Standell's Dirty Water.
Though not as vibrant as the
Ramones or as energetic as Eddie and
the Hot Rods, Television does have a
great deal to offer. They hold a very
individual niche in the new wave; no
New York band has yet offered their
sort of music and tightness. Still, to
get beyond cult appeal they are going
to have to find a better producer and a
vocalist who can do an occasional song
that doesn't grate. Anyway, it's
better than driving nails into your head
or listening to disco.

At $1.79 an album,why not?
by Bob Cameron
You'll find them in most record
stores. Piles of albums that for
some reason are being sold at
low prices, for some reason sit
there, taunting the buyer. Some
of these records may be old
friends...in other words, albums
you paid five or six bucks for only
a couple of months ago.
Despite their masochistic potentials, bargain bins always
draw the record shopper. There
is, after all, good reason to like
the bargain bins, perhaps even
become intimate with them:
prices. In case you haven't
noticed, the extra dollar you put
down for the "A Star Is Born"
album was not for the 8 x 10s of
Barbra. Record prices are going
up again.
Local record stores still run
their specials, an album - or
artist - of the week deal. But the
bargain bin is an unqualified
adventure. It can bring out the
gambler in you. The challenge of
finding obscure artists and albums of good quality.. real finds
are to be had. Impress your
friends! Show off your musical
awareness! Take a chance!
Taking a chance unfortunately

takes money, though, and if you
are new to bargain bin roulette,
here's a quick rundown of some
happy hunting grounds. Take
note: some of the albums mentioned are repeated in other bins.
So, if Store A fails you, Store B
could nave it. The thrill of the
search and all that...
DeOrsey's (Bangor) Prices
from $1.79 to $3.49. You can find
some "Best of" albumns here,
the likes of Crier arid the Loving
Spoonful. For the Velvet Undergrounders, there's a good selection of Lou Reed here: his last
four albums. Also worth noticing
are Roberta Flack's "Feel Like
Makin' Love," "Bette Midler"
(her second album), and if you
really want to gamble, her third
is here too), Alice Cooper's
"Muscle of Love," Uriah Heep's
"Wonderworld," and the Kink's
"Soap Opera." Some nice disco
here, including Donna Summer,
Ohio Players and Van McCoy.
"Monty Python's Previous Album" is present. as well as the
mysterious and elusive "Bernie
Taupin" solo album (your guess
is as good as mine). You might
want to grab up the "Poiater
Sisters Live," certainly worth the
money. And, as in other bins,

some Steely Dan is turning up.
This is inexplicable, but they
never made a bad album, so it's a
good purchase.
Record Warehouse (Bangor)
Good possibilities here, always
changing. Prices $1.99 to $2.98.
There's a variety of Van Morrison and Joe Walsh releases here.
For disco lovers, or easy converts, the excellent "Midnight
Love Affair" by Carol Douglas is
here, also the Andrea True
Connection's "More, More,
More." One of the best European rock albums of last year,
"Gasolin'," might be worth a
try. Careful combing could produce Natalie Cole's "Inseparable'' and "Stephen Stills
Live.'' Some good British rock
here, too, as well as the usual
disco-soul selections. For Britannia, try Stackridge's "Extravaganza," for an enjoyable, insane,
sideshow rock.
Viner's (Bangor) Prices from
$1.99 to S3.88. Tons of Jerry
Vale, Wayne Newton, Tony
Bennett, Ray Conniff, and Anita
Bryant. But don't let that throw
you, they're hiding the good
ones. Look for a wide range of
the Guess Who here, and some
early Donovan. "The Great

Society," with Grace Slick, is
worth the price at least for
historical value. Two Pointer
Sisters albums are there for
consideration while you wander
through the Byrds and the Beach
Boys ("Little Deuce Coupe" is
everywhere). "Ace," by the
group of the same name, is a
good buy, and don't forget the
token "Let It Be."
Augmented Fifth (Orono)
Prices $1.98 to $3.99. Look for
Jtihn Lennon's "Walls and Bridges" and some interesting possibilities from Sparks ("Kimono
My House") and Ruby Starr,
who drew some good reviews
after leaving Black Oak Arkansas. "The Sweet" (their first
album) is still good British rock.
An enjoyable album from the
feminist front is ''The Deadly.
Nightshade," well worth its
bargain price. For an excellent
songwriters album, Jim Weatherly delivers the goods on "The
People Some People Choose to
Love." Two vintage Who albums
are on hand for 1960's fans. Good
variety here for most any record
buff.
It's up to you. Be intrepid, use
your imagination, and hunt. You
may reap great rewards.
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by Andrea Cronkite
Regina Kelley, an instructor in
the art department at UMO, is
nearing completion of a very
large and very time-consuming
project -- a life-size sculpture in
fiberglass of a human figure,
which she has been working on
for one and a half years.
The figure will be completed
Monday, Kelley said, and it and
two wood carvings of hers will be
shown at the Faculty Art Show in
Carnegie Hall, which begins
Monday, April 4, and will last
three weeks.
Kelley, age 26, said she grew
up "all along the east coast"
because her father was in the
army, and her family moved
often. She received a B.S. degree
from Skidmore College in Saratoga Springs, N.Y., and an
M.F.A. degree at the University
of Pennsylvania. Kelley has
taught sculpture, life drawing
and three-dimensional design at
UMO for two years.
Kelley began work on her
sculpture of a woman in October,
1975, working with a human
model for about eight months.
"The next ten months were just
spent developing the surface and

shapes of the clay," she said.
Next, Kelley made a plaster
mold of the figure by covering
the entire surface of the clay with
plaster, which she removed after
it dried. The plaster was applied
and removed in sections. She
painted the inside of each section
with fiberglass, reassembled the
pieces and chipped the plaster
off the fiberglass figure.
"Once you start casting, you
can't stop," Kelley said. With
the help of three other people,
Kelley worked 25 consecutive
hours painting fiberglass into the
sections and, with the help of two
others, 18 consecutive hours
making the plaster mold, she
said.
Kelley said she has worked on
the figure for about six hours a
day for the last 18 months. "It
took so long because there was so
much surface area," she said.
At one point, the floor of her
studio began to sag under the
weight of the figure, Kelley said.
"We kept moving it around,
trying to find a better spot on the
floor,'' she said. The clay used
weighed about 400 pounds and
the plaster about 300 pounds,
she said.

Art Faculty Exhibition
by Elsie Grant
The annual UMO Art Faculty
Exhibition, to include about 50
paintings, drawings and sculptures,
will be held April 4-21 in Gallery One
The
on the first floor of Carnegie Hall.
ed
complet
have
ors
profess
art
seven
most of the works during the past year.
The faculty has a lot of high quality
work to exhibit, according to Michael
Lewis, chairman of the art department. He said its work has appreared
in about 15'juried or invitational shows
in the past year. This is the equivalent
of publication by faculty in other
fields.
Lewis said the exhibition record was
an excellent one. "For a small art
department in a remote corner of the
U.S., we're really holding our own,"
he said.
"The faculty exhibition will be an
opportunity for art students to see
what their faculty members are
doing,'' Lewis said. "Students can
better understand their teacher's
criticism in class when they see what
he does in his own work." ,
But Lewis emphasized that the show
is for people from the whole university
community, not just art students.
The show opens April 15 from 5 to 9
p.m. Anyone who wants to meet the
artists may come to this reception,
Lewis said.
William Eickhorst does ceramic
sculptures, paintings and drawings_
He joined the art department in
September 1975 to teach design, art
education, drawing and commercial
art.
Sculptor Regina Kelley does wax
figures and wood carvings, and is

currently working on a life-size figure
which will be in the exhibit if it is
finished in time. Kelley teaches
sculpture and drawing, and came to
UMO in September 1975.
Barbara Cushing, who teaches
drawing, painting and design, does oil
paintings and charcoal drawings. She
joined the art department in January
1975.
Lewis will exhibit oil paintings and
drawings. He teaches drawing,
painting, and filmmaking, and came to
UMO in September 1966.
Ronald Ghiz, who came to UMO in
September 1966, will exhibit large
abstract paintings. He teaches
painting, drawing, art history and
design.
David Decker does lithography and
etchings and teaches printmaking, art
history and drawing. He came to UMO
in September 1965.
Vincent Hartgen's familiar ecquarelle paintings will be in the exhibition. Hartgen teaches art history and is
curator of the University Art Collection. He has been at UMO since 1946.

rre•
,
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People in the Arts
"My inspiration for the figure
comes from how it feels to be a
woman and from women in
general,- Kelley said. She said
she will probably call the figure
"Ms. II." She did another life
sized figure, which she called
"Ms. I," during her last year of
graduate school.
"All of the things I'm working
on now have to do with formal
relationships in the figures and
with shapes and forms," Kelley
said.
Also, "You choose different
materials to go with the idea
you're working on," she said.
Kelley has made welded, hammered and carved pieces.
Kelley is not sure how long she
will stay at UMO. "I've never
stayed in one place longer than
three years,'' she said.
"I plan to keep making more
things and would like to have my
own show in three or four
years," she said.

•

by Regina Kelly.
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by Burt Hatlen
For some literary snobs, the commercial success
of Stephen King's books ("Carrie" and "Salem's
Lot" have earned him nearly a million dollars) may
seem to be prima fade evidence that he is a hack, a
creator of potboilers. Yet we should be wary of such
easy judgements, for even the greatest of writers
have generally sought (and often achieved) a mass
audience. William Faulkner published many short
stories in the Saturday Evening Post. The novels of
Charles Dickens were best-sellers, and Mark Twain
earned (and lost) a small fortune from his writings.
And the plays of Shakespeare were the '' popular"
literature of the Elizabethan epoch--and were
scorned by the literary mandarins of the period,
who firmly believed that "serious" literature could
be written only in Latin.
Like these august literary figures, King has
deliberately sought and found a mass audience: his
books are read, not only by college students, but
also by gas station attendants and shoe factory
workers. Yet, he also insists, at every possible
opportunity, that he is a "serious" writer, and his
real ambitions seem to me truly "Shakespearean"
(or "Dickensian"): that is, he aspires to be both
"great" and popular.
In his pursuit of this goal, his third novel, "The
Shining,' represents a significant step forward. It is
(like all of King's books) a "good read"; but It also
represents a determined effort to explore some of
the dark corners of the human psyche, and as such
it deserves to be taken seriously. This review,
therefore, discusses "The Shining" not as a piece
of "entertainment", but as a significant (if flawed)
work of literature.
Like King's two earlier books, "The Shining"
hinges on a supernatural premise. "Carrie"
requires us to believe that girls can be born with
telekinetic powers, and ''Salem's Lot" tells us that

Was Christ
just lucky?
by Brian Seaward
"The Memoirs of Jesus Christ" isn't just
another account of the final days of the favored
messiah 2,000 years ago, but instead a unique
collection of theories which logically explain the
happenings that introduced Christianity to the
world.
The book follows the loose outline of a diary
written by Christ himself, from the beginnings of
his preaching to his encounter with Saul (Paul) in
Damascus. Because of its controversial theories
the book might best be described as an act of faith
to those who were brought up to believe that
Jesus Christ was truly the Son of God.
The traditional story is basically unchanged
only its theme is of a different nature. Lord
Nicodemus, ruler of Jerusalem and father of
Jesus has planned a political scheme to become
king of the Holy Land. The foundation of his plan
revolves around Jesus, who is to become the new
Messiah and stir the people into revolution.
Jesus. however, decides to do things his own way
and preach peace instead.
Author Marcus Harrison depicts Christ as
another prophet, an intelligent but common man
with a lot of luck on his side.
The book's historical accounts of the period
including the ties with Rome and Greece with the
Middle East appear to be well researched and
perhaps are the finest quality of the book.
The book's most interesting aspects are the
author's explanation of the miracles Jesus
performed. The miracle in which Jesus turns
water into wine is explained as a mistake by the
servants, who poured wine into the water
containers before the wedding of Cana. Many of
the miracles which deal with lepers are explained
as cases of persons with curable diseases which
have symptoms similar to leprosy.
Miracles too difficult to explain logically--such
as Jesus' walk on the waters of Galilee--are left
unmentioned.
The book, in diary form, may give the reader a
greater appreciation of the type of life that Jesus
Christ might really have experienced, and may
also give a greater understanding of his
ph ilosophy and innermost thoughts.

Steve King's
third novel
shines on
vampires exist not only in Hollywood, but also in
bucolic Maine. The supernatural premise in "The
Shining", however, is both more imaginative and
more plausible than those of the earlier novels.
"The Shining" asks us to believe that the
experiences which human beings have in a place
remain somehow a part of that place, and that
people with intense imaginative powers can relive
these "dead" experiences. This is an idea which
even some of us who give little or no credence to
"the occult" can accept with few qualms.
In "The Shining," the place at issue is a luxury
resort hotel, and through its corridors wander, not
"ghosts" in the usual sense of the term, but
"shades" at least--shades of all the lonely, greedy
people, poisoned by too much money, who
inhabited these rooms for a moment and then
drifted on. The winter caretakers of this hotel are a

...here evil is not, as it seems to
be in "Salems Lot," an external
force. Rather it exists within all of
us...
young writer named Jack Torrance, his acutely
imaginative son Ben, and his pathetically unimaginative wife Wendy. Something within the
interaction of these three people causes all the
shades to emerge during their winter in the hotel.
And the consequences are, as we might expect in
King's novels, both literally and figuratively
"explosive."
The supernatural dimension of "The Shining" is
both more subtle and less intrinsically powerful
than the vampire myth which King invokes in
"Salem's Lot." Of necessity, therefore, the
emphasis in this new novel falls less on the
supernatural per se than on the psychological
circumstances in which the supernatural manifests
itself; and it is the skill with which King explores
the complex psychological interactions among his
major characters that makes "The Shining" a
major advance over its predecessors. Carrie arid
her mother are potentially powerful characters, but
in his first novel King almost immediately
abandons character development for more sensational matters. Some of the minor characters in
"Salem's Lot" are memorable, but the central
character--a young novelist named Ben Mears-remains vacuous, simply because he is magically
immune to the power of the evil force that gradually
assumes control over almost all the other
characters in the novel.
the evil which gnaws at Jack Torrance is not,
however, merely "personal." Rather it emerges
out of the symbiotic relations:lips that bind
husband, wife, and child. The best writing in the
book comes in a long, nightmarish flashback to a
scene from Jack's own childhood in which his
father attacked and very nearly kiiied his mother.
Jack himself is, the novel implies, his father's son,
just as Ben is "Jack's boy." Somewhere in both
Jack and his father (and, eventually, in Ben?) there
festers a black hatred of women. ln each generation
the women cringe under the blows of their men -and simply because the women cringe, the men are
compelled to beat them.
The flashbacks to Wendy's childhood are equally
fascinating. Just as Jack is his father's son, so
Wendy is her mother's daughter: smug, selfrighteous, blandly ignorant of the demons that
drive men to drunkenness and to murder.
Generation after generation these men and women
simply cannot come together, except in mechanical
acts of copulation: their lives, their consciousnesses
do not mesh. And in each generation the children
become the victims of the father's murderous rage
and the mother's leech-like, passive possiveness.
Thus the sins of the fathers are visited upon (and
re-enacted by) the third and fourth generations..
until Ben, driven to hyper-consciousness by the
friction between his parents and assisted by a
conveniently sympathetic black companion, flees
(like Huck himself) the murderous wrath of this
father, and lights out for Maine.
King's real theme here, then, is the failure of the

American family. More broadly still, his theme is
the failure of American society as a whole. (If the
family is infected by a destructive symbiosis,
clearly the larger society must also begin to come
unstuck.) There are persistent hints throughout
the book that the hotel represents, in the words of
Jack Torrence, "an index of the whole post-World
War It American character.'' The ownership of the
hotel has passed from a Howard Hughes-like
entrepreneur named Horace Derwent (Hughes
represented, King implies, the last, cynical,
the
psychotic--priest of
degenerate--perhaps
American Dream) into the hands of various Mafia
fronts, and then into the hands of mysterious
eastern money interests, which may well be
controlled by Derwent or by the Mafia--or by both.
A monstrous explosion finally rips through the
hotel; equally explosive forces, King clearly
believes, are boiling in the bowels of American
society--and I for one believe he is right.
King's theme in this novel is, then, eminently
"serious." He has something important to tell us,
and we would do well to listen. But simply because
he here manages to articulate such a big theme, his
failure to sustain this theme to the end of the novel
is all the more glaring.
King cooly dramatizes the slow disintegration of
Jack Torrance's mind, as his murderous rage
toward wife and son--his determination to make
them "pay" for all their imagined slights toward
him--wells up. We sense that we know this
character in depth—his potential for tenderness and
joy, his equally great potential for destructive rage.
We also understand why his own weakness and the
disintegrative forces at work within his society
In "The Shining," as in his previous novels,
King's subject is, quite simply, Evil. But here evil
is not, as it seems to be in "Salems Lot," an
external force. Rather it exists within all of us--even
(or perhaps especially) within promising young
writers. In this respect "The Shining" displays a
courageous willingness on King's part to recognize
that whatever demons haunt the rest of us haunt
him as well. The "real" Steve King is, as far as I
can see, neither so immune from the power of these
demons as is the Ben Mears of "Saiems Lot" nor so
enslaved by them as is the Jack Torrance of 'The
Shining." But both characters have obvious
autobiographical overtones, and King's willingness
to portray the dark as well as the bright side of his
autobiographical persona seems to represent a
major step toward personal and artistic maturity.

Thus the sins of the fathers are
visited upon [and re-enacted by]
the third and fourth generations...
cause him to become a murderous madman. But
then, in the last fifty pages of the novel, King lets
his protagonist off the hook. Torrance didn't really
hate his wife and son, King now tells us. It was the
hotel that did it. The forces of destruction are "out
there," not within the mind. And having thus
abandoned his theme, King is free to sweep
forward to a noisey, but essentially meaningless
conclusion. The suspense carries us on to the end,
but even as we (or at least I) feel a little betrayed.
"The Shining" is a first-rate novel for 400 pages,
as "Carrie" is for 50 pages. But I for one won't be
satisfied until Steve King writes a novel that is
first-rate (i.e.) both exciting and thematically
satisfying) all the way to the end. By this point it is
evident to everyone that Steve King's talent is
enormous; but how he will use this talent is still
unclear. Will he be the William Faulkner of this
generation, or will he be its Harold Robbins? Both
these writers possessed (or possess) "talent''; but
Faulkner had something beyond talent--the conviction that he had something important to say, and
the determination to say it. Steve King also has
something important to say, but he isn't yet sure
that we want to listen--and if we don't want to
listen, then he will give us whatever we want.
(Exciting but empty sensations, presumably.) Thus
it is up to us to tell him what we do want, and that
has been the attempt here.
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by Cindy Valente
What's big and hairy and lurks in
remote places of the world? No, it's
not your college advisor. But if you
guessed Bigfoot, you may be
absolutely correct and then again you
may be absolutely wrong.
The possible existence of Bigfoot
and the Loch Ness monster was the
topic of a lecture and slide show held
March 13, by researcher Lee Frank.
Frank, regarded as one of the
world's foremost unknown animal
investigators, has researched every
controversial creature from the
Abominable snowman to mermaids,
and continues his studies on a full time
basis. He has conducted three
expeditions searching for the Loch
Ness Monster and has served as
field-monitor and chief scuba-diver
with the scientific group that has
obtained the most conclusive evidence
to date. Frank has also staged dozens
of expeditions looking for Bigfoot and
has achieved dramatic results.
Upon entering the Damn Yankee,
where the lecture took place. growling
sounds from some type of creature
rescunded from a tape recorder.
These sounds, according to Frank,
were made by a Bigfoot in the Pacific
Northwest. After researching these
sounds, scientists said they would
have to have been made by vocal
chords at least twice the size of a
human being.

Grrr!!
Frank described Bigfoot as a
creature seven to twelve feet tall which
looks like a cross between a man and
gorilla and walks upright. Some
footprints measuring 14 inches long
have been found, and the depth of
these prints indicates a weight of one
thousand pounds. The creatures are
found in areas where few people ever
go. There have been sitings from
remote places in New Jersey to far off
places in Africa After researching
some of these creatures an
anthropologist claimed that the
footprints were real or were done by an
anatomy expert, Frank said.
"The creatures know well enough
that their survival depends on staying
out of our way," Frank said.
Still, Frank know of more than 2,000
eyewitness accounts of Bigfoot sitings.
He added that he disregards reported
sitings which he deems to be
'doubtful.''
Presently in captivity at the
Enchanted Village in Los Angles,
Calif., a creature believed to possibly
be a baby Bigfoot is under research.

The creature, named Oliver, was
taken from Africa. He walks upright
and looks apelike, and his owners have
to bathe him twice a day because of his
strong odor.
Oliver has the 1.0. of a retarded
child and might have the capacity for
speech. In a chromosome anaylsis
(chromosomes being unique to every
species) Oliver was found to have a
count of 47; man has 46 and chimps
have 48.
About Oliver's origin Frank joked,
"Maybe his mother was a gorilla and
his father was a kinky guy."
He added that a woman in Brooklyn,
N.Y. wrote a letter to Oliver's owners
volunteering to be artifically
inseminated by the creature.
Frank said a lot of people are trying
to tie Bigfoot in with UFO's. Are these
monkeys from Venus? Frank,
however, feels we are dealing with
animals which have been around for a
long time, saying off on their own,
and which were once mistakenly
believed to have been killed off.
"It's not our prerogative to corner
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nature and throw them in a cage," he
added. Frank would rather see
research that would be compatible to
both man and Bigfoot.
"For people with a perky
imagination, Loch Ness is no place to
go scuba diving," said Frank of the
famous lake in Scotland, home of the
'Loch Ness Monster.
"There have been about 4,000 eye
witnesses of the monster in all," Frank
said.
He added that most of the sitings
occur on bright sunny days (Loch Ness
is usually overcast). Most people see a
huge hump, which can change to
several humps; others see the head.
Occasionally people see the head and
humps together. Frank believes there
are about 20 or 25 of these creatures in
the lake and, since the lake has little
vegetation, concludes that the
monsters are probably fish eating.
"Research on the monster is now
drawing to a close," said Frank. He
added that scientists are finally
admitting the creature does exist.
The Loch Ness monster seems to be
surfacing less and less and Frank
believes this is because the creature
(or creatures) is very sensitive to
sound. He explained that the
additional noise around the lake these
days might be keeping it away.
"My hope is that we never capture
it," Frank said of the monster, "I hope
Loch Ness will reman a sanctuary for
these creatures."

Trumpeter's opera to tout tooting
by Diane Whitmore
The UMO Music Department is the
subject of an opera composed by music
major Steve Burgess to be performed
later this semester at Lord Hall with
Burgess as director.
The cast of "Cause He Can Toots,"
which traces the story of a trumpet
student from audition to graduation,
nonsists of music majors Fritz Robertson in the lead role, Bayford Lancaster, Bruce Lancaster, Mark Scally, Ted
Carrell, Linda Carroll, and a 12-piece
orchestra. Assistant director is
William Picher and technical director
is Brad Barr. The title is a take-off on
the title of the Mozart opera "Cosi Fan
Tutti" ("They All Do It").
"It was written for the kids in the
music department because they can
relate to it," Burgess said. "This isn't
a serious thing. It's completely
unserious and satirical, to relieve the
boredom and pressures at the end of
the year."
"Seriously, any attempt to arrange
or compose is met enthusiastically by
the faculty," Burgess said. "Everything I've ever done here has beer
performed. There aren't many schools
around here where you could do that."
According to Burgess, "about 75°c
of this ("Cause He Can Tooti") is
stolen material--arranged, of course,
in my own manner." The music
consists of arrangements of familiar
trumpet solos such as Herb Alpert
songs, "Carnival of Venice," and "La
Virgen de la Macarena," as well as a
combination of "Pomp and Circumstance" and the "Stein Song" in the
graduation scene.
"I never know what I'm doing,"
Burgess said. "This isn't based on
sound theory, it's based on luck. I just
Sit at the piano and plunk it out."
When asked what his inspiration was
for his latest work, he responded in
character: "Wells Commons food and
the bathroom wall.''
The biggest problem facing the cast
is "finding rehearsal time on our
own," Burgess said. "We're going to
have to rehearse Saturday mornings
and Sunday nights."
Performances have been tentatively
scheduled for May 2 and 3 at 8:15 in
the Lord Hall recital hall.
Burgess is the composer of several
pieces for brass ensembles, including
"A Tribute to Herb Alpert" in four
movements entitled "Spanish Fly."

"The Lonely Balls," - Mexican Scuffle," and "Tijuana Taxed." "Everything I du deals in humor," he said.
"The reason I do comical things is for
relief. Things tend to be too serious

around here."
Burges., a senior in music education, who majors in trumpet. is a
trumpet student of Donald Stratton.
He has played with several university

ensembles and is a member of
"Incubus". After graduating in May,
Burgess and another senior in music,
David Demsey, will be playing with
the band "Telepathy".
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In!
Pitch
and
out
Get
National College"Pitch In!" Week sponsored
is April 18 - 22.
by Budweiser and ABC Radio Your

All you have to do is get out and
Pitch In! Get your fraternity,
sorority or organization to pick
up or paint up on campus or in
your community. Then document
your efforts with snapshots, films,
press coverage, reports or diaries.

group can really aid the
community, and the best projects
are eligible for some terrific educational awards and commemorative "Pitch In!" T-shirts. So,
please, get out and Pitch In! Help
make this year's campaign the
best ever.

For more lelennatioo: Contact your Doan of Oldest Activities or writs to
"Pitch la!" Week, Doot. C, ABC Radio, 1330 Amos of Americas, New York NY 10019.
KING

Of BEERS* • ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.
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Are The Beatles recording
together again under a new
name? That is one of the not new
questions in music circles, triggered by a music review of the
debut album of "mystery group"
Klaatu.
Released in August, 1976, the
debut album ("Klaatu") received highly favorable critical
response but initially moderate
sales response. Then Rhode
Island newspaperman Steve
Smith, in an article entitled
''Could Klaatu be Beatles? Mystery is a Magical Mystery
Tour.' raised many questions
about Klaatu's origins and,
following his own research,
concluded that the group is more
than likely either in part or in
whole The Beatles.
Since February, 1977 the
Klaatu/ Beatles speculation has
spread nationwide. When questioned, Klaatu's manager at
Capitol Records, Frank Davies.
said clues to the group's identity
exist on the debut album with the
songs and art work. Davies also
said the mystery will probably be
solved when the second album is
released.
The Middlebury College Activities Board is sponsoring its
Third Annual Folk and Bluegrass
FeGtival and Competiton on April
29 and 30. 1977. All folk and/or
bluegrass musicians are welcome. The contest will be limited
to the first 35 performers to
apply. There will be $600 in
prizes awarded. Deadline for
applications are April 15.
For complete information concerning the festival and for
application forms, write to: Folk
and Bluegrass Festival, Box
02099, Middlebury College,
Middlebury, Vermont 05753.

Bruce Springsteen in
March 19 in Lewiston.

concert

Specials
Duncan Hines Moist & Easy
Double Choc Chip
.66
3 lb. Crisco

.73

3 Diamond Chunky Tuna

.56

At least three recitals and one
concert will be presented by the
music department within the
next two weeks. Michele Bremner, organist, will give a recital
April 3 at 3 p.m. in All Soul's
Congregational Church in Bangor. Graduate student Ann Roggen, violist, will present a recital
in Lord Hall's recital hall at 8:15
p.m. on April 8. The 20th
Century Music Ensemble, directed by Donald Stratton, will
give a concert April 12 at 8:15
p.m. in Hauck Auditorium.
Mary
student
Graduate
Bruesch, cellist, will give a
recitai April 1: at 8:13 p.m. in
dll recital hall.
'he Lord

Maine Cam

Marri
Mark Twain
March 15.

visited

UMO

on

Behind the Scenes
preliminary judging conducted
by nine regional committees.
Regional winning films will then
be screened by the Academy's
membership of leading film
industry professionals.
The national awards will be
presented on May 15, 1977, at
Academy headquarters in Beverly Hills, Calif. Cash awards of
$1,000 will be given in each of
four categories: dramatic, animated, documentary and experimental. Up to two additional
merit awards of $500 each also
may be awarded in these categories An honorary award of
$750 may be awarded at the
Academy's discretioo.

The Ram Island Dance Company performed at UMO on Ma7ch 29.

MPBN listeners with green
thumbs--and those who wish
they had—will be pleased to know
that "A Closer Look" will be-,
focusing on agrarian matters in
the near future.
Continuing through the harvest season, the Friday edition of
"A
Look ---broadCloser
cast from 12:15 to 12:30 p.m.-will be devoted to the science of
farming and gardening.
According to Bill Legere. each
show will consist of a major
report on a timely issue such as
locating information, planning a
garden, purchasing and planting
seeds, assessing taxes, understanding weather and marketing
produce.
There will also be commentary
from Eliot Coleman, well-known
bic,iogic.a agriculturalist from
Harborside; answers to listeners'
write- in questoins; and lorcrange weather forecasts from the
National Weather Service in
Portland.

HOBBY MAKERS

$1.02

Bisquick 40 oz.

The University Film Study
Center will sponsor the 7th
annual Summer Institute on
Film, Video and Photography
from June 19 through July 8, on
the campus of Hampshire College in Amherst, Mass. The
Summer Institute is an intensive
three week program in trie media
arts with seminars and workshops offered in a variety of
apartistic techniques and
proaches to critical analysis. Six
undergraduate
graduate and
credits are available from Hampshire College
For a complete course description brochure, contact the Summer Institute, University Film
Study Center, Box 275, Cambridge, MA 02138

Wadleigh's Store

ONLY THE BEST
IN HOBBIES"

HO TRAINS
SCRATCH BUILDINGS
MATERIALS
WAR GAMES
5 STATE ST
BREWER, MAINE 04412
989-1210

Stillwater Ave.

39%11,
THE RED
BARN
)ff

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences and the
Academy Foundation have issued the annual call for entries in
the Student Film Awards competition to film students at
colleges and universities across
the country. The program, which
is co-sponsored by the American
Telephone and Telegraph Co.,
was established four years ago to
encourage excellence in student
filmmaking, according to Academy President Walter Mirisch.

The New England regional
coordinator may be contacted for
jury
reg anal
the date of
screening for entries of student
films: Gisela Hoelci or Susan
Rubin, University Film Study
Center, Box 275, Cambridge.
Mass., 02138. (617) 253-7612.
(Maine, R.I., Vt., Mass:., Conn
N.H.

To be eligible for participation,
a film must have been completed
after April 15, 1976, in a studentteacher relationship within the
curriculum of an accredited
college or university. Films will
be judged on originality, entertainment, the resourcefulness of
the filmmaker, and production
quality, without regard to cost of
production or subject matter.

"Who Invited Us?," a documentary surveying the history of
U.S. military intervention and
investigating the importance of
et;0110MiC interest in determining
U.S. foreign policy, will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. on Aprili 12
in 100 Nutting Hall. The film is
presented by the Maine Peace
Action Society.

Entries will be reviewed in

A FANTASTIC SALE!

500/0 OFF

ALL gifts and jewelry

at

C
RTS
IMPO
FANTASTI
AND
THE RECORD WAREHOUSE
66 Main St. Bangor

THE OCJTE-tr 139NAc
SPACE BAND

1 DAY ONLY —SUNDAY

"REEFER MADNESS"

11-5 p.m. ALL SALES FINAL!

APRIL 1 & 2

MANY ITEMS BELOW COST!!
ceramic ware, candles, lamps, India print bedspreads
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Married students lack money,time
by Peg Goyette
Do married students have any special
problems because they are married and in
school? Several who were queried about
this pointed to money, living space,
commuting, time or extra-curricular
responsibilities as possible sources of
problems for them.
Myron, a UMO Veteran, said commuting
was his biggest problem for two years
because he used to travel daily from Deer
Isle, where his wife and daughter live, to
Orono.
"It just got to be too much. If! had late
classes, I wouldn't get home till seven,"
said Myron, who this year is living in a
small travel trailer he bought to avoid the
commuting. Now he only goes home on
weekends.
A woman majoring in Child Development said commuting is a problem for her,
also, because it takes a four-hour chunk out
of her day: 80 miles each way. She has a
husband and two small children at home,
and said she feels guilty about not having
enough time to spend with her children.
"It's not like a job. because with it job
you can come home and relax at night,"
she said, adding that with school there is
always studying.
— It's hard to find a place to study at
home," said Kevin, who lives with his wife
in a small apartment in Old Town. Though
they have no children, he said they are
nevertheless cramped for space. He also
feels the lack of time because some of his
classes are at night, while his wife works
during the day, which means they don't
see each other very often.
Nola, a UMO senior, said lack of time is
her biggest problem because it is
"chopped up in too many little segments"
for her to accomplish everything she
should. She said she tries to divide it
between a husband, two children, classes
and studying, but that the order is usually
reversed.
The pressure is on, and on weekends you
just can't do anything you'd like," said
Myron, who shares the same sentiment
about the lack of time. He said his course
load in the Med Tech program is heavy
because it involves many science labs, and

he must fit in five semesters of chemistry
within a year. He added that his summer is
already divided into five-week "crash"
courses.
Tom, a married senior, voiced his
problems in one succinct word: "Money."
Concerning money, Kevin said most of the
UMO Veterans fit either of two categories:
some have G.I. Bill benefits plus what their
wives earn. Others, whoss wives are tied
down to small children and therefore
cannot work, depend solely on the G.I.
Bill's monthly checks, unless they find
part-time 'oils.

The amounts of the checks depend, of
course, on the size of the family. It
averages out to about S3,500 over the
academic year.
Another UMO student said money is no
real problem for him because he and his
wife have no children, and have other
income besides the G.I. Bill benefits. He
couldn't think of any particular problems in
his case but added that his situation is
unique and not representative of most.
Although married female students most
often complained of the lack of time, at
least on of them has found a formula of
her own:

"I think the most important thing is to
organize your time so as to have free,
non-guilt time," said Donna, a Child
Development major. She said she has
learned to plan her time better within the
last few years and is able to set aside
specific hours for study between classes.
This frees her for evenings and weekends
with her husband and young son.
"We feel our relationship is the most
important thing," she said, adding that it
depends on one's value judgements as to
how he apportions his own time.

Venti*- visible,
moon eclipse
in April sky
The first few days of April will offer the
chance of witnessing two major astronomical events, including one which will not
recur until 1982, according to Chris Lowe,
director of the UMO Planetarium.
From April 1 through 5, the planet
Venus will be visible as the morning and
evening star. The brightest object in the
sky at that time, Venus may be viewed in
the west just after sunset and in the east
just before sunrise. Venus is not scheduled
to repeat this activity until 1982.
On April 3 there will be a partial eclipse
of the moon, the first contact of which with
the earth's outer shadow or penumbra, will
be at 10:05 p.m. While the first contact is
usually unobservable, the contact of the
moon with the earth's darker, inner
shadow, called the umbra, will be visible
and will occur at 11:30 p.m.
The partial eclipse will reach a maximum
at 12:18 a.m., and the moon will move out
of the earth's inner and outer shadows at
1:06 and 2:32 a.m., respectively.

Photograph by Philomena Baker of Baker Studio, Hampden, Maine
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Married RD's

Job is go9c1 deal despite lack ofprivacy
by Tracey Lilienthal
"Sometimes when you want to have time
for each other you don't, because of the
job. But then you also have the advantage
of having someone to talk to, to share
problems with and to help out with the
work."
Trina Torkilsen, resident director of
Cumberland, expressed these feelings
about being a married resident director
living in a UMO dorm. She is one of five
married R.D.'s (out of a total of 21) on
campus. Joe Austin of Hannibal-Hamlin Oak, Les Picker of Knox, Ray Moreau of
Corbett and Robert Zukowski of Oxford are
also married. Two complex coordinators,
Rick Folsom of Wells complex and Nancy
Pare of York complex, are married and live
in the dorms.
These R.D.'s said there are both
advantages and disadvantages to the
situation. Lack of privacy is perhaps the

biggest problem. "It's hard juggling my
time," Joe Austin said. "because you
never know what's going to come up.••
Robert and Mary Ann Zukowski both said
they are often disturbed at late hours and
they seem to be on call 24 hours a day, but
it doesn't bother them too much.
The noise at night can be a problem
sometimes, Deb Folsom said. And she and
Rick don't seem to have family over or
party as often as they might if they lived
off-campus. But this isn't serious, she said.
Torkilsen said she thinks "students are
more reluctant to come in and talk when
they know the R.D. is married, because
they feel they might be imposing."
But living in the dorms offers many
conveniences for married R.D.'s, too."We
don't have to worry about rent, and we get
free electricity, phone and oil," Zukowski
said. His wife, Mary Ann, and Debbie
Folsom both mentioned they enjoy not

having to cook or clean as much as they
would have to in off-campus housing.
The Folsoms have a two-year-old
daughter, but the kids in the dorm are
really good with her. Debbie said. "And
babysitters are always handy."
Another advantage. Zukowski said, is
getting to meet a lot of undergraduate
students. Deb Folsom said, "Rick and 1

like living in close contact with a lot of
people."
Though most of the married RD's and
complex coordinators plan and look
forward to living off-campus when they
finish their schooling, for now they seem to
be content with their life-style. As Joe
Austin put it, "Basically, it's a really good
deal."

Szonsimilimoselemfetawee

•Health center program
(continued from page 1)
further studies may need to be
suggested and explained.
All freshmen who have completed
the DASH Questionnaire will receive
a letter from the Health Center
outlining the program.
This initial detection effort is
concentrated into selected afternoons in April from 2 to 5 p.m.. April

5-6-7 for those in Hilltop and Stewart
complexes. and April 12-13-14 for
those in York, Stodder. Wells and
Bangor complexes. All other freshmen are welcome to come either
week during the above times. The
students should enter from the
Gannett .,ide of the Health Center.
This free test should take about
one half hour to complete.

We're Delighted to be Part
ofSome ofthe Happiest
Moments of Your Life

4.4

OLD TOWN FURNITURE
Complete Home Furnishings since 1915

Dealers in Medium
& High Grade Furniture
Special attention
given to your needs
44 No. Main St.

827-2 1 88

Old Town

Sesofeat
StAwas

•Autornatic Washers
'Halo-of-Heat Dryers
*Portable Washers
and Dryers
.Portable or Built
Dishwashers
.Disposers, too

46 Center St, Brewer

Wedding Photography
.

TeL 989-4800
11 Washington Street
Brewer

989-3850

AR111E7P

CAKE DECORATING SUPPLIES
103 CENTER ST., BREWER
Phone 989-6409
Largest Selection! Specializing in the complete line
Of Cake top
of Wilton Cake Supplies
ornaments in Brides Books Guest Books
New England
Cake Knives Toast Glosses/V.%
Party Goods For All Occasions
CLOSED MONDAYS
•
•

'

"Come and see our complete Bridal
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Your love story
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photography

TWIN CITY PLAZA, BREWER, ME.
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Distinctive Wedding Designs

by Philomena

Tit. 989-6545
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Cut
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Bride's Des' ner_Gollecfion
tei?. Formal Lono for filen
..•1••=4,1130Lia

things every bride should know

As time draws near for this most important of days, you
should gather as much information as possible about the
many details that combine to make your wedding attire
correct. Cutler's can dress the entire bridal. party including
bridesmaids and mothers from the selection of hundreds of
gowns in sizes from 6 to 20. The bridal department and
staff is under the direction of Mrs. Morin who is Maine's
only graduate bridal consultant. At Cutler's you never need
an appointment, and remember, alterations are free.

THE BRIDE'S CHOICE
from over 350 Gowns.
Gowns 115.00 to 175.00. veils and lace edged mantillas in elbow,
fingertip or chapel length 24.95 to 80.00, bridal shoes, three heel
heights in satin or peau 13.95 to 14.96, plain nylon or lace gloves
3.49 and up, peignoir sets 14.98 and up.

MODERATE,BUT STILL LOVELY
. . and it need not be expensive. Your chapel train length
gown could be 85 00, a matching fingertip or elbow length veil
19.95, floor length petticoat 5.98, shoes at 13.95, gloves 2.98,
peignor set 11.9g.

•

THE SEAMSTRESS'CHOICE
Lucky indeed is the clever seamstress who, with
nimble fingers can create her own wedding gown, a
true family heirloom. Everything you may need can
be found here. Beautiful fabrics, exquisite trims,
notions, headpieces and illusion. With care and
thoughtfulness you can create a lovely gown. We
also have vast arrays of colorful ribbons, maline and
fabrics for attendants gowns.

Groom Formal Rental
Contemporary formal wear for the Groom. Cutler's offers a handsome
collection of rental formals in over 60 models including the latest
colors from After Six and Palm Beach from which to select. With a
bridal party of five or more men . . .THE GROOM'S RENTAL IS
FREE . . .with our best wishes to tne happy couple.

Tiseovett

Cukes
4
it.
I0

Maine's Largest, and Most Extensive Bridal Shop
60 70 NORTH MAIN•STREET

OLD TOWN, MAINE 04468

(207)8275589
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A&S students invited to 'Sit-In'77'
by Patricia Murkkand
So you thought you knew what a sit-in
was.
The dictionary says it's "a passive
demonstration," but the only sitting that
will be done during "Sit-In '77" will be
when high school juniors and seniors sit in
on classes and programs held by the
College of Arts and Sciences, next Tuesday
and Wednesday.
This is the first year that the College is
inviting high school students to attend
UMO classes, Associate Dean Elaine
Gershman explained.

— Last year we had an open house during
spring vacation which was attended by 750
students," she said. However, they didn't
get an opportunity to talk with UMO
students and faculty "to find out what it's
really like."
Along with the invitation to visit selected
classes, "Sit-In '77" will feature tours,
programs, receptions and open houses in
many departments, and films and multimedia presentations, Gershman said.
For example a physics department "side
show" will include demonstrations with
lasers, liquid nitrogen, and exploding

wires. The foreign language department
will hold one hour mini-courses in
Portuguese, Russian, Cantonese, Tamil,
and Hebrew.
The English department has scheduled
two films by staff member William Kenda,
"Composition" and "These Days."
• Visitors may tour the Northeast Archives, the Computer Center, the Conley
Speech and Hearing Center, the Maine
Campus and WMEB offices. The mathematics, economics, political science, philosophy, sociology, zoology, music, English
and art departments are also planning
tours, receptions or open houses.

Curtis alone opposed to Super-U
by Bob Granger
The latest proposal to abolish the
University of Maine Super-U system has
not gained much public support or at least
it was not evident at last Tuesday's hearing
before the Legislature's Education Committee.
The only person to speak in favor of the
proposal was Sen. Theodore Curtis.
R-Orono, who is sponsoring the bill to split
the university system into seven separate
institutions.
The bill would abolish the chancellor's
office and create seven separate boards of
trustees, each with its own appropriations.
academic standards and self-contained
administration.
Curtis maintained that his proposal
would help increase the university budget
by increasing communications and understanding between the legislature and the
governor and the university trustees after
two years of funding cuts.
He also said that the break-up would

eliminate needless administrative duplication in the chancellor's office.
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy. however,
refuted the proposal saying it could
actually increase administrative duplication. He said approval of the bill would
necessitate hiring seven separate campus
treasurers instead of the one who now
serves the entire university system.
Curtis also argued that the change would
also enable the trustees to have a better
understanding of the problems of the
individual campuses. But McCarthy said
the split would be bad for both students in
Maine and the legislature.
He said it would be bad for students
because it would deny them the variety of
offerings of a seven-campus university and
would narrow their choices to what one
campus was able to offer. It would be bad
for legislature because they would have to
deal with the separate budget pleadings-of
each institution instead of the university's
one comprehensive budget.

GSS constitution reviewed
by Dan Warren
Students would have more say in matters
directly affecting them and the UMO
General Student Senate would have broad
powers to establish new services for
students, if a constitution, given first.
round approval by the GSS Wednesday
night makes it through the legislative
sr aze.
The proposed constitution, the product
af hard work by long-time GSS affiliate
Carl Pease and others, calls for implementation of a so-called "initiative and
referendum" process whereby students
would be given a method of recourse for
greivances. The referendum clause in this
process would present issues directly to the
students in a campus-wide vote for their
opinions.
The GSS would be granted broader
powers via a section of the proposed
constitution which, according to Pease.
would give the GSS "the power to create or
discreate service boards as we please."

Just Say:
"CHARGE IT!"

The constitution has more roadblocks to
jump before passage and acceptance.
though, Pease told the Campus Thursday,
including: approval by the student government's Executive Committee; the
majority of "existing divisions of student
government, such as IDB, SUAB and
MUAB;" a referendum approval of the
student body and approval by the
University of Maine Board of Trustees.

Mks

McCarthy argued that a single policy
board helps extend throughout the state
the best the university has to offer by
eliminating academic duplication and
providng the transfers among campuses.

"Our feeling is that students will get
more out of it (that last year)," Gershman
said. "It's also an opportunity for students
on campus to get the red carpet treatment.
Students wondering about a course can see
it in action, and ask the professor and
students what it's like."
Students cannot only check out courses
before preregistration (which begins April
18), they can also find out more about a
possible major, she said.
"Sit-In '77" is the joint effort of
members of the Subcommittee on High
School Reach Out and Public Relations.
Gershman said.

DIANA ROSS
LS BILLIE HOLIDAY

Other negative comment against the
proposed plan was heard from C. Stewart
Doty. a UMO history professor and state
chairman of the Associated Facilities of the
University of Maine. who said the
university has less a problem of structure
than funding.
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JillPuzas
for Maine women
by William Wallace
Freshman Jill Puzas became the first
UMO swimmer ever to place at the AIAW
(Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women) National Swimming and Diving
Championships by taking fifth in the
Consolation Finals of the 200-yd. breaststroke, 13th overall, on March 19 at Brown
University's Smith Swimming Center.
Puzas was one of six of the UMO Naids to
qualify for the prestigious meet.
Only a day before, Jill swam a
disappointing 400-yd. individual medley in
which she finished 31st out of 34
swimmers. She attributed the poor showing to a lack of proper conditioning, but
assistant coach Dave Boulter felt it was
due to a lack of race experience. "Jill swam
the race only once during the dual meet
season. I think it was more a lack of race
experience rather than conditioning,"
revealed Boulter.

Jill swam a fine qualifying time of
2:28.50 in the morning trials of the
200-breaststroke. This time seeded her
15th, seventh in the Consolation Finals.
Eight swimmers qualify for the Finals,
eight for the Consolation Finals. That
evening, donning a jet-black skin suit, Jill
stepped up on the blocks, the first UMO
swimmer to reach the finals in a national
championship meet. The swimmers were
called to their marks, but Michigan's
Kathy Kolon in Lane 8 false started. All
swimmers stepped down off the blocks and
relaxed as Kolor. returned. Jill stepped
back on the blocks and the starting horn
sounded. All the swimmers were off. After
100 yards of the race, Jill began to overtake
swimmers and it was evident she would not
finish last. With a strong finish, Jill ended
up fifth, a tenth of a second behind 1976
Olympian Janis Hape of North Carolina.
Jill's time of 2:28.27 set a New England
record. Olympian Chris Jarvis won the
event.

Jill Puzas, first UMO swimmer to make thefinals in a national championship meet,
observes rhe action (Bill Wallace photo].
Julie W3odcock finished 23rd out of 44 in
the 200-yard individual medley. Olympian
Melissa Belote of Arizona State won the
event with an AIAW record time of
2:06.02. 01 the following day. Julie placed
a dismal 25th out of 34 in the 400-yard
individual medley That event was also
won by Melissa Belote of Arizona State.
Julie finished 24th out of 54 in the 100-yard
individual medley on the final day of the
meet. North Carolina's Bonnie Brown won
the event with a U.S. and kIAW record
time of :58.99.
UMO diver Patti Ward discovered the
complications of championship diving. The
56 contestants for the one meter diving
title were -*aced with a 30-minute wait
between their dives. Melissa Briley of
Miami, a 1976 Olympic diving finalist,
described it this way: "As it stands now, 1
have about a 30-minute wait until my next
dive. You have to try to stay loose because
you can't afford to blow a dive."
Patti failed to make the cut, and missed
the finals. She finished 51st out of the 56
divers. Michigan's Chris Seufert won both
the one and three-meter events.
The UMO 400-yard freestyle relay team
of Eileen Sherlock, Nancy Kurt, Anne
Lucey. and Julie Woodcock finished last,
but Eileen Sherlock and Nancy Kurt turned
in fine split times.

Total Look Hair Styling

The meet was a successful one for
Arizona State--the national champions,
and the University of Maine. For UMO, it
was the first time more than one swimmer
has gone to a national championship meet.
Rutgers, New Jersey's state university,
placed highly and only qualified one more
swimmer than UMO for the meet.
The collegiate swimming season for the
UMO Naiads is officially over, but many
will continue their swimming for the Black
Bear Swim Club for the rest of the year.
The entire squad consists of freshmen and
sophomores. with only one junior.
Women's swimming at UMO has a bright
future with such a young, talented team.
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Julie Woodcock, an outstanding competitor for Maine all year. raced in the 400-yard
individual medley [Bill Wallace photo I.
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Nancy Kurt swam in the 400-yard _freestyle relay for tne Untversity of Maine Will
Wallace photo).

(story on page 11)
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Smoragiewicz
competes
at Nationals
by Brian Seaward

•

1977 is the first year that the University
of Maine sent a swimmer to the NCAA
Swimming and Diving Championships, and
although this year was one more for
experience than team recognition it
nevertheless was a precedent.
Jimmy Smoragiewicz, who(mantled 79th
in the 100-yard backstroke, moved to 58th
place in the trials, setting a new school
recod with a time of 53:60.
"I think Jimmy and I were both
pleased," said coach' Alan Switzer. "It's
difficult for a person to go to the NCAA's
and be psyched enough to do his best time
of the season."
He added that over 50 per cent of the
athletes improve their times and he was
glad that Smoragiewicz withstood the
pressure and did the job he did.
Switzer hoped that in future NCAA
Championships he can send more individuals and possibly a few relay teams.
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